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THE HARTLEY *,CIHCUIT_ EMBODIED GIVES
SELECTIVE TUNING AND SMOOTH REACTION WITH

A SINGLE CENTRE -TAPPED COIL.

THE HIGH -

QUALITY REPRODUCTION WILL STRONGLY APPEAL
TO THE CRITICAL LISTFNER.
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Don't

send your
L. T. Accumulator
away to be charged.

CH RGE IT

YOURSELF AT HOME
THE

FERRANTI
TRICKLE CHARGER
(Incorporating the Westinghouse Metal Rectifier)

SIMPLE AND SAFE IN
OPERATION THE FERRANTI
TRICKLE

CHARGER

WILL

PAY FOR ITSELF OVER AND
OVER AGAIN. YOUR L.T.
WILL BE
KEPT FULLY CHARGED AND
ACCUMULATOR

IN PERFECT CONDITION

PRICE 55/ -

WITHOUT

ANY TROUBLE.

BUY A FERRANTI TRICKLE CHARGER AND
CHARGE YOUR L.T. ACCUMULATOR AT HOME
FROM THE ALTERNATING CURRENT MAINS.

Ask ,,our dealer to get one for you to -day.

TRANSFORMERS FOR PUSH-PULL

Delivery from stock

AMPLIFICATION

The following excellent combination can be
supplied from stock :
AUDIO STAGE, Type AF4c : Price 19"
OUTPUT STAGE, Type OP6c : Price 18/,'
iRatio 1,1)

Write for list Wa412

FERRANTI LTD.

HOLLINWOOD

111110111111111111111W

LANCASHIRE
'111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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TONE

You want something more than mercy- technically perfect reproduo.

tion; there are some instruments whose overtones and harmonics
alone give their characteristic sound; some voices whose true value
lies in their expression or sincerity.

AND ALONE AMONG LOUD SPEAKERS THE ORMOND

" IDEAL " RETAINS THE OVERTONES AND HAR-

MONICS.
Even the untrained car cannot fail to detect the difference gone is
the sense of, unreality, of artificiality-the Ormond "Ideal" Loud
Speaker is faithful on both upper registers and lower tones ; it catches

the harmonics of the instrument, it reproduces the most subtle
inflexions of the voice.

IN THE INTERESTS OF LISTENERS THE ORMOND
" IDEAL " IS RECOMMENDED FOR USE WITH THE
COSSOR MELODY MAKER.

THREE GUINEAS
199-20
Pentonville Road

King's Cross,

En

London, N.1

Telephone :
Clerkenwell 9 3 4-5-6

Trade ill ark

Registered

Telegrams :
" Ormondengi, Kincross."

-74114-('

Factories : Whiskin Street and Hardwick Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.1
Continental Agents : Messrs. C. Pettigrew & Merriman, Ltd., " Phonos
House," 2 and 4, Bucknall Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1

Wholesale Distributors: F. A. Hughes& Co., Ltd., 204-206 Great Portland St., London, W.1
Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers-

nuiteur Wirdesi
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Pirtoid tubing is
recommended by

the technical press
and leading wireless journals. Prac-

PIRTOID TURING

ready -wound coils
for
the Cossor
- Melody - Maker
and of formers

makes the ideal coil for the
famous Cossor " Melody Maker "

for EVERY DES-

CRIPTION OF

tically unbreakable,
it is easy to drill
and is admirable
for all coil purposes.
Tubes of

SOLENOID COILS.

Quick delivery can

be guaranteed and

trade enquiries

any diameter, wall

are invited.

and length supplied from stock.

Write for price list

We are the manufacturers

of

H. CLARKE & Co. (Mcr.) Ltd.
Atlas Works, Old Trafford,
Manchester

the
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" The Master Three," the most wonderful Receiver
in Radio, is fitted with two J.B., S.L.E. Condensers
.0005 mfd., 11/6, and .00035 mfd., 10/6. Are
you joining the thousands who are constructing this
amazing Receiver ? You can build " The Master
Three-" in an hour. No soldering is necessary, the
connecting wire being cut to length and looped
ready for connecting, and, what is far more interesting, to you, the complete supply of connecting wire
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3 GUINEA

Construct " The Master Three " yourself and
spend hours of enjoyment and amusement listening

to the many stations so accurately logged by the
J.B. Condensers.

Delay means disappointment. Go to your dealer
to -day and ask him for your J.B. Condensers.
WHITELEY, BONEHAM
LONDON - W.I

ott

jront 11"

is being given away to everyone who constructs
" The Master Three."
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& COMPANY, LTD.,

GERRARD 7414

Nottingham Road, Mansfield
Notts.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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The "Short-wave Super-Six"-Closing Dec. 31!-An Electric TypewriterTheremin and Music-Exit the Spark-A "Three" and a "One"
The " Super -Six "

Closing December 31 !

DESTINED to set a new standard in amateur short-wave

IF you are entering

for

our competition; don't "dilly-

reception, the AMATEUR WIRELESS

dally'

too

long, because all
must reach us by
December 31. We print the form

"Short-wave Super -Six" will make
its bow to readers in the next issue

entries

of AMATEUR WIRELESS. It has been

for you to fill up on page io:.o

specially designed by Mr. J. Sieger,
of the Amateur Wireless Technical
Staff and full constructional details
will be given. Although- the con-

for the last time.

An Electric Typewriter!

trols are extremely simple-there is

THE Teletype-as the "electric
typewriter" is called-is (of

sensitivity is such that even Aus-

course !) an American invention (it
is made by the Standard Telephones
and Cables, Ltd.). Actually it is a
telegraph machine. The keys are
depressed at one end of the line and
the message is typed at the other I

only one tuning adjustment-the
tralia Can be brought in at full loud-

speaker strength. We confidently
anticipate that a large number of

A number of little wooden boxes, perched on the top of posts
at the entrances to all platforms at Liverpool Street Station,
made a mysterious appearance during the night some time
ago. They are the loud -speakers which broadcast the voice
of a man, sitting in a signal -box, giving information regarding
the departure of trains. Our picture was taken soon after
the speakers had been erected.

short-wave enthusiasts will be build-

ing the "Short-wave Super -Six,"
and a good supply of full-size blueprints has been prepared. The
wiring is very simple, and the cost of

It is said to be very simple and
inexpensive,

and

is,

in

fact,

known as the. Ford of printing

telegraphs !
the complete receiver is not excessive, The Airman's Eyes
in view of the really extraordinary results
WHEN the foggy season is with us, air

pilots are more than ever thankful for Exit the Spark !

obtainable.

radio D.F. stations.

Theremin and Future Music

T

During the recent

THE Post Office station at Grimsby,

spells of fog an Imperial Airways liner was
which has formerly caused trouble
"HE advantage of the Theremin. flown from Paris to London's air port, above owing to local "spark" interference, is to
invention will not be that it will the cloud bank and out of sight of land be equipped with continuous -wave plant.
enable us to play our present scores without over the whole distance, in the normal time This is the second move the P.O. is making
the present instruments, bilt that it will of 2 hours 25 minutes. Croydon's D.F. to abolish spark transmitters at coastal
provide composers with a whole array of signals were the pilot's sole guide, although stations. Seaforth changed over to C.W.
new instruments and new timbres and the 'plane was flying in perfect sunshine some time ago.
generate a new imagination and a new above the fog !

technique, and so lead in

time to a new development
in the art of music."ERNEST NEWMAN in the
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has

recommenced

transmitting, and is to
beheard daily, excepting
Saturdays and Sundays, be-

tween 1.3o and 2.3o p.m.
and 7 p.m. and midnight,
on its old, wavelength, 24

metres. These transmissions
are purely experimental and
are being put Out to find the
best wavelength.

1927-and the Future
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The Berlin -Vienna

Photo -telegraph

Service
..
On Your Wavelength

..
..

1030
1003

" Remedies " that Were
not Cures ..
..
The Dorchester Beam
..
Station
Without Fear or Favour
A Hartley D.X. Three
Practical Odds and Ends
" A.W." Tests of Apparatus
. .
. .
Our Information Bureau

" Three " and
Ij A
a One

.TWO sets that are both

"a little different" are

fully described in this num-

1005

ber.

The "Hartley D.X.

Three," described on page

1006
1007
1008

1008 employs Hartley reac-

tion and R.C. and trans-

former "true -purity"

1012

coupling, thus achieving
power, purity, and selec-

1016
1018

tivity.

On page 997 there is described one of the best one -

bitor 6incere1p 1.0ifsbeti of bitc ikeaberii a

valve sets that has been

Origbt anti prooperoufs Pau rear.

iD

designed. The " Constantcoupled One. "
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A RESUME OF THE, YEARS PROGREJf
!!!

The Shielded -grid Valve
ONE of the outstanding featuresof the

much greater now than twelve months cuprous oxide, which is deposited upon
ago. It is largely due to their increasing the surface of the disc.

year has been the production of popularity that the problem of the

The combination forms an asym-

metric couple, the effective resistance
from the copper to the oxide coating
gave satisfactory results so long as the. being approximately a thousand times
output was of the order of 5 to 8 milli - greater;than from the oxide to the metal.
amps will not stand up for any length of The great advantage is that there is no
time to the doubled or even trebled valve to break or burn -out, or liquid to
output required by the modern power spill. In addition the dry -contact,
rectifier is compact in size and economivah
cal to install, whilst it will run indefinPlate -voltage from the Mains
itely without costing anything for upA wide. range of eliminator units has keep, or renewal.

the shielded -grid type of valve. Although high-tension supply has grown so acute.
as yet, only in its initial stages of The ordinary type of dry -cell unit, which

development, the possibility of using

several stages of shielded -grid H.F.

amplification, free from the complications of external balancing circuits, will go far to make
selective long-distance reception a comparatively
simple affair.

Asa

111

1'1

111

11

The known application of
neutralising condensers to
balance the effect of Internal
capacity coupling has its
limitations, particularly in the case of a
circuit intended both for long and short
wave reception. The shielded -grid valve,
on the other hand, ensures stability over

a wide range of tuning without the
necessity of making any change in

therefore. been designed to draw a steady

plate -voltage direct from the electric light mains. Where the domestic supply
is direct current, the eliminator unit is
comparatively simple and inexpensive
to install.
In most cases it gives

Loud -speaker Progress

complete satisfaction,
though in certain localities the problem of
cutting -out commutator
noise presents undoubted difficulties.
Also
since D.C. eliminators

adequate supply of working current

adjustment when switching over from
long- to short-wave reception.
Tuning under such circumstances can
be reduced to the simple operation of a are coupled directly to
single-dontrol dial, because all the high -

the outside power lines,
frequency circuits can be perfectly the effect of external voltage variations
In short,

matched and synchronized.
to other consumers on the same
the design of ultra -selective sets com- due
supply will sometimes cause trouble.
prising several stages of high -frequency
Alternating -current eliminators necesamplification, suitable for operation by
the use of rectifiers to convert the
the unskilled listener, is an ideal that sitate
supply
a direct current. This inthe new valve has definitely brought creasesinto
their initial cost, though they
within reach.
can still be regarded as an economical

Loud -speaker development has also
been influenced by the factors mentioned
above. The use of power valves, together
with convenient means for obtaining an

from the mains, has tended to facilitate

the more general use of the powerful
moving -coil type of instrument. For
those with a , critical musical ear the
performance of this type of speaker
represents the nearest approach to
perfection that has yet been attained.
Otherwise there has been a noticeable

tendency to favour the cone type in
preference to -the horn speaker, which
shows signs of disappearing from makers'

lists. Type for type, the large diaphragm
takes more energy from .the set than the
horn, and certainly gives a better
response on the lower registers, though a

well -designed horn is hard to beat on
proposition by comparison with the the higher notes and for voice reproducdry -cell unit when the cost is spread tion in general.
An&thex innovation that has come to over a number of years. The fact that
For those who can afford it, an
stay, is the indirectly they
are
necessarily
isolated
from
the
excellent
combination consists in runheated ' type of valve.

Abolishing the Accumulator

'This solves the problem
of the filament accumu-

lator by abolishing it;
the laSt few
months several new deDuring
iii

signs of indirectly -heated
valve have been pro-

duced which are capable
1;1

11

power mains by a transformer serves to
protect the set from outside disturbance
and so removes this particular source of
noise."

Home -chargers
Much of the inconvenience associated
with the use of filament accumulators can

be avoided by re -charging batteries at
of operating, bath as high.- and low - home. Amongst devices of this sort,
frequency amplifiers, so that long-range there are interesting possibilities in the
selective sets 'can now be equipped in new metal rectifier used in the Ferranti
this fashion.
trickle charger. The rectifier proper
The number -of 'power valves in use is consists of a copper disc and a layer of

ning a horn and

disc loud -speaker

simultaneously from the same set. A
simple plug-in block can be arranged to
throw the horn instrument in circuit for

speech, the disc for organ or brass
(Concluded on page 998)

It
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SIMPLE OPERATION

IMPROVED CONTROL

High -frequency choke (Trix, R.I. &
Varley, Lissen, Watmel).
Terminal strip, 9 in. by 2 in. by 1/4 in.
Eight terminals marked : A, F,
L.T.-, L.T. +, H.T.
H.T.±,
Phones +, Phones
(Eelex, or Belling -

enthusiasts will be
interested in the "Constant coupled One" described and illustrated
in this article. Most readers are already
familiar with the two usual forms of reaction known as magnetically -controlled
and- capacity -controlled reaction. The
ONE -VALVE

more popular of the two, amongst
enlightened amateurs, is the Reinartz

system, which is really capacity -controlled magnetic reaction. In the. modified
Reinartz system the reaction coil is
constantly coupled to the tuning coil,
variations of reaction being controlled by a
variable reaction condenser.

Imp roved Reaction
But how many Reinartz enthusiasts
realise that by a very simple modification,
vastly improved results can be obtained?
Look at the circuit diagram shown herewith. Here we have all the essentials of the

Reinartz reaction arrangement with one
addition.

The vital "extra" is a .003-

microfarad fixed condenser inserted be -

Lee).

Connecting wire (Glazite or Junit).

By the

A.W.- Technical Staff

Construction

The receiver is built up with a 9 in. by
ordinary sense of the term. Its object is to 6 in. ebonite panel screwed at right angles
adjust the proportion of capacity and to a 9 in. by 6 in. baseboard. A 9 in. by 2 in.
magnetic couplings so that the reaction terminal strip is screwed at the back of the
effect is constant over the whole wavelength baseboard and all the battery and phones
band covered by the tuning coil and con- and aerial earth terminals are mounted on
denser. Once this simple adjustment has
been effected, the listener can forget all
about the reaction adjustment, although he
will be reminded of the reaction effect as
he travels round the dial !
The tuning coil is a Lissen No. 6oX coil,
tuned by a .0005-microfarad variable
condenser. The constant coupling coil can
be a No. 4o or No. 5o simple plug-in coil.
A .0003-microfarad fixed condenser
and 2-megohm grid leak give the
necessary rectification. To get a

smooth reaction feed -back an H.F.
choke is connected in series with the
anode and one side of the phones.
Note that the grid leak is connected

between the grid and the filament
side of the rheostat so that when the
filament voltage is reduced so also is '
the positive bias on the grid.

The Circuit Diagram

this strip in the order shown in the blueprint and its reduced reproduction shown

Components

Readers who would like to duplicate here.
The panel is drilled to accommodate the
the " Constant -coupled One" will need
the following parts. A full-size blue- .0005 -microfarad condenser, the. 0001 -micro print, price is. is obtainable from this farad condenser and the 3o -ohm. rheostat.
office.

Ebonite or Bakelite panel, 9 in. by
6 in. by 1/4 in. (Radios, Becol, Petotween the lower end of the tuning coil and Scott, Ebonart or' Pertinax).
earth.
.0005-mierofarad variable condenser
The theoretical considerations in con- (Lamplugh, Jackson, Forme', Trix).
The Layout is Quite Straightforward

nection with this form of reaction have been

.0001-microfarad

reaction

condenser

fully dealt with by Mr. J. H. Reyner in (Cyldon, Peto-Scott, Bowyer -Lowe).
AMATEUR WIRELESS, in various articles.

Briefly stated, the object of the circuit is to

One 3o -ohm rheostat (G.E.C., Lissen,
Igranic).
Baseboard valve -holder (Lis-

obtain a "stay -put" reaction control, so
that, once set at .the critical position, the. sen, Benjamin).
.0003-microfarad fixed conreaction condenser can be ignored. The
tuning condenser is then the only variable
control, and the whole wavelength band
can be covered without altering the reaction
adjustment. In this way a highly sensitive
arrangement can be adjusted to give maximum results on all wavelengths.

Reaction Condenser
The .000t-rnicrofarad variable condenser

shoWn is not a reaction condenser in the

denser with series clip (Dubilier,
Lissen, T.C.C., Watmel).
2-megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C., Watmel).
.003-microfarad fixed. conLissen,
(Dubilier,
denser
T.C.C., Watmel).
Two baseboard single -coil

mounts (Lotus, Lissen, Lon Con and Provincial Radio).

Few Components
are required.

Note the
Neat Wiring

=tear Witelosi
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On the baseboard are the two single - with good results. Make quite sure that
coil mounts, one for the timing coil and the

the wires to the two coil -holders are correctly

Readers who Inake the " Constant coupled One" are invited to submit their

followed as it is very important that the expressions of opinion regarding it, although
two coils are coupled in the correct way.
ed clip for the "series" grid leak connec- The ficx lead from the aerial terminal is 13a/ EPR/ NT
Ta
Taman,
*lies
0
connected to the " X" tapping of the 6oX
AW N°63
other for the " constant -coupling "

coil,

the grid leak and condenser with an insulat-

coil.

. 9:1:5--

so

We have shown the single -coil mounts

ard6Ak

fixed, but it may be necessary in some

cases to have one pivoted so that the

,7411,.--.0.7,-:

0

coupling between the coils can be slightly
"loosened" if this is found

0i'

ta

6

desirable.

-

k.

Operation

0

kr

,v

ow/

To operate the receiver,

set the tuning condenser

'.0,14

/

Pet_._.

4-,

\_.

reaction

hff :Ch'011E

until the receiver is just
condenser and see if the
reaction demand is the
same all round the dial.

If this state of affairs
cannot be obtained, unA Rear View of the
"Constant -Coupled One"

tion, the valve -holder, the .003-microfarad
fixed condenser and the H.F. choke. These

screw

the

C

condenser

below the oscillation point.
Then rotate the tuning

la cod /0

coupling between the coils
until the correct compensation is obtained.
In our tests a No. 40 reaction coil was

r-

.'

GCS]
_,..

/nsdahiy

A

Ts-

3'

urro

,...1

O

coil - mount

brackets and vary the

-:

i.

84,56510ARD 346'

at minimum and adjust
the

('.: 41;\,,,,

oaa;

o

_....

VMS

Al7"111.

VISZISZLEHEZIZI(
E Z.7:- 17+ 117- li7+ *POMP.
A

The Wiring Diagram (Blueprint available
price ls.)

components are screwed in the positions
indicated and wired together as indicated
in the blueprint. For clearness in photographing the receiver, we used white
Glazite. wire and this makes a very neat
looking interior. Junit wire can be used

used and a No. 6oX coil for tuning. The

gave good results. Other suitable valves
are, B.T.H. B2 I, Cosmos SPr8/G, Cossor
2 oH.F., Ediswan H.F.2ro, Marconi
DEL2ro, Osram DEL2io, and SS2io H.F.

we would remind them that any queries

1927-and The.. Future "

of a pantechnicon, and are guaranteed to

THE. "SHORT-WAVE
SUPER -SIX"

(Continued from page 996)

valve was a Mullard PMal.F. and this

give satisfactory loud -speaker reproduction

effects, and both in series for the ordinary up to 25 miles on a small frame aerial
incorporated in the set.
range of orchestral music.
A word may also be said in favour of the Other Developments

electrostatic type of speaker, which at

Looking outside the field of broadcasting
present is making great strides on the Conproper,
it is significant to note the outIn
shape
it
is
very.
similar
to
the
tinent.

standing success of the beam method of
signalling. During the last quarter of the
year the Imperial chain of Beam stations
was completed by the opening of the new
These are applied directly to a flat metal service to India, Further extensions are at

standard disc instrument, but is operated
by the voltage variations .set up across a
choke coil inserted in the plate circuit of
the last valve.

casting and set up dielectric stresses which present under consideration, and it is likely
in turn vibrate an extremely thin metal that beam signalling will displace all others
liaphragm forming the second plate of a for long-distance working.
Television is still eagerly awaited by the
condenser. The quality of reproduction is
excellent, combining the advantages of the listening public, but in spite of many
disc diaphragm with the sensitivity of the optimistic promises, the establishment of a
horn.

Portable! Sets.

relating to it are dealt -with by. the Information Bureau, provided the querist conforms

with the rules set out on the Bureau page.

NEXT WEEK'S SPECIAL FEATURE
This is a view of a wonderfully efficient
six -valve receiver which is to be- fully
illustrated and described in next week's
issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS.

Designed,

built, and tested by Mr. J. Sieger, the
" Short-wave Super -Six," will receive any-

thing on earth which is being transmitted
on the short waves below 15o metres.. The

television service, and the provision of.
inexpensive receiving apparatus suitable

for home use, appears to be as far away as
M. A. L.
During the present year there has -been ever.

preliminary tests have yielded extraordinary results-Sydney, Australia, on the loudgeneral. By thus simplifying the problem cast by the PTT transmitters at Rennes, speaker is but an- example of its powers.
of filament current, the use of special multi - Lille and Marseilles recently has been so Tuning is controlled by a single tuning convalve sets, such as the super -heterodyne, poor that lOcal wireless associations have denser, the only other variables being a
has been made a more feasible proposition. appealed to the French Ministry to close potentiometer and a reaction condenser.
In particular it has resulted in the produc- down the stations until they can be im- We are confident that the " Short-wave
tion of a wide range of really portable sets, proved. In Rennes, listeners have obtained Super,Six" will set a new standard in
short-wave reception.
which can be moved about without the aid two days' silence, weekly.

a noticeable advance in the design and

performance of low -consumption valves in

The quality of the transmissions broad-
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The Real Art of Distance Gettin

(I)'

By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.
DISTANT reception, or D.X. as itis tivity and the dials tuned in, round about first of all, but it is finding the station in
often termed, is not altogether a this mark. At first, probably, there is the first place that constitutes the problem.
simple matter. Certainly the number of simply a dreadful musli, unless the night It may be necessary to wait until the local
continental stations operating on a fairly happens to be exceptionally good, yet at station ceases modulating for a moment,
high power today, has made it possible to the back of all this we know there is the when the distant station may perhaps just
receive a number of programmes with a station. Can we tune it in ?
be heard in the background, the receiver
fair amount of ease, but this can hardly be
of course being approximately tuned to the
considered as coming within the category An Interesting Experience
required position. This is the opportunity
I can remember some years ago when I and during that fraction of time before
of real-- D.X. work. The reception of a
station manyhundreds of miles awayon any was in the Post Office Radio Department, the local station recommences its proevening when conditions are not too good I used to spend some time in improving the gramme, it is necessary to seize mentally
reception conditions at the long-distance upon the distant programme and concenis the real test of one's receiver.
"It is under such adverse conditions that ship and shore stations at Devizes. Here trate on it to the exclusion of the local
the real joy is experienced in satisfactorily the signals were very weak, the trans- programme, when it commences once again.
obtaining the definite indication that one mitters being usually about r y2, kilowatts It is only by doing this that the station can
requires concerning the particular station, in power and the range 1, 000 to 1,50o be worked up sufficiently to get it clear of
so that there can be no doubt in one's own miles, while there was always interference the local station. This result will be obtained
mind, at any rate, as to the identity of the from nearby stations working on similar when the Barrier of the distant transmission
wavelengths. The operators there were an has been worked up to greater strength
station in question.

Practice Necessary

absolute object lesson in this faculty for than that of the local station, and it is
concentration. They would listen to a during the working -up process that con-

Now, some* sort of definite training or station and " copy " matter with two other centration is necessary.
practice is necessary to obtain results under stations, both of them stronger than the
The problem of course is rendered much
real D.X. conditions. It requires a highly one under consideration, interfering all more difficult if the programmes from two
developed faculty of concentration in order the time.
stations are similar in character, for it is then

that the signal required can be sorted out
from the welter of mush, atmospherics,
back -wash and such like. One may hear a
snatch of telephony, but in order to work
it up to its proper strength, it is necessary

On one occasion I had a special gadget intensely difficult to concentrate on the

which I wanted to introduce on some one required. Of course a highly selective
definite weak signal in order to see whether

it would improve the reception. Before
very long an opporto be able to understand what is happening, tunity arose, for the
to a small extent at any rate. One must operator "got a bite,"
concentrate on the telephony to the exclusion of the various other conflicting sounds
and then, by careful tuning, work up the
station so that it becomes definitely stronger
than the interference, when it will lift
itself clear, as it were.
The difference between the experienced
hand and a novice is that the former can,
)y utilising this faculty of concentration,
ind and tune in many more stations than

receiver having four tuned circuits or more,
(Concluded on page i000)

tuned in the station

and proceeded to take
down the message.

The ship was a good
distance out in the
Atlantic and it would
have been a splendid
opportunity to try the
new gadget, if I had
been able to hear the
:he novice on the same receiver under station. But I could
.xactly the same conditions. This effect, not ! The mush and

comin a way, makes the practice of giving test interference
reports somewhat dangerous, particularly pletely drowned the
in the case of a receiver which is capable station to my - relaof very long range in proper hands. The tively unpractised per-

designer of the receiver, having spent ception and yet the

some tithe in evolving the circuit, has got operator not only
used to its idiosyncrasies and this, coupled heard, but was able to
with the fact that he is essentially an concentrate to such

expert and thus has this faculty of con- effect that he was

centration in listening well developed,

obtaining practically

enables him to obtain probably a large " clean " copy.

To take another
number of stations at good strength on his
simple instance, we
particular receiver..

Calibration
From the stations already obtained one

can consider the reception of one station

very close in wave-

has some idea of the wavelength calibration length, to a local
of the receiver, from which it may be transmission. T h e

evident that there are blank spaces on the receiver may be capdial representing wavelengths on which able of scy a,-ating the
stations are known to be working. The two if tile dist:int stareceiver is keyed up to the pitch of sensi- tion can to cOtained

WIRELESS AT LONDON'S NEW AIR PORT
The wireless "mystery" tower at the new Croydon air port.
Threw operators -will be on duty day and night and will have
control over air expresses flying hundredS of miles distant

(;mwe,?r
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ICIAL ERLIN-VIENNA
GRAPHIC SERVICE

History in
the Making

By DR. ALFRED GRADENWITZ
Photo -telegrams as officially accepted for first instance used a selenium cell. How
transmission between Berlin and Vienna ever, just as Korn himself eventually discomprise any photographs, positive or carded these rather inert cells, Prof.
negative, film bands, drawings, plans, Karolus, working in conjunction with the
printed matter, samples of writing, docu- Telefunken people and the German Postal
ments, shorthand records, etc.
Department; adopted photo -electric cells.
The picture is wrapped round a rotating
(and slowly advancing) cylinder, and is
developing it to its present state of perfec- Regulations
Photo -telegrams, by this system, must
---1
not exceed the size of ro cm. by 19 cm.,
viz., the area available on the cylinder of
the transmitter; larger pictures have to be

THE official photo -telegraphic service

between Berlin and Vienna was, on
December r, opened at the Berlin Main
Telegraph Office in the presence of Prof.
Karolus, inventor of the new system, and
Count Arco, director of the Telefunken
Co., who co-operated with the former in

sub -divided into several sections.

Isior

The

minimum fee charged for the transmission

of photo -telegrams is the amount for an
area of ro cm. by 4 cm., which is eight
marks, two marks being charged for each
additional centimetre. The cost of urgent

734 Beltro

kaN r0 II 111.441
7,14,

of

photo -telegrams is three times this rate. A
reduction of zo per cent. is, however, made
after business hours, i.e., between 9 p.m.
and 8 a.m.

'Berlins/
..edrthertmant

Black print, black writing or drawing
on a white background is rendered most

at!

Dry

by

tion. A party of officials -and press representatives attended the ceremony.

explored

Secretary of State Feyerabend, of the
German Postal Department, welcomed
those present and in a short inaugural

millimetre,

WEEK

a

Military Band concert. Religious service relayed

from Holy Trinity Church, Folkestone, conducted by Canon W. H. Elliott.

Chamber music.
4
5

6
Jan. I

The Merry Wives of Windsor, a comic opera in
three acts by Nicolai.
Royal Philharmonic Society concert, relayed
from the Queen's Hall.
Song recital.
DAVENTRY (5GB)
Religious service, Conducted by the Lord Bishop
of Birmingham, the Right Rev. Ernest William
Barnes, M.A. Dido and Aeneas, an opera by

Henry. Purcell, from Birmingham.

3

Ballad concert.
Military Band concert.

Heart's Desire, a comic opera en casserole, by
Mabel Constanduros, from Birmingham.
Old favourites, from Birmingham.

light

the varying intensities of
light falling on the light-sensitive cell and

The Photo -telegraphic Transmitter

clearly. Yellow, blue and violet are colours

thus setting up electric impulses. At the
receiving end these current impulses are,
by means of a particular cell devised by
Prof. Karolus, re -Converted into light of
varying intensity which falls upon a

photographic paper.

not desirable, nor can any satisfactory process,

Jan.

7

CARDIFF
The Spectre's Bride, a cantata by Dvorak.
First Footing, a New Year's revue.
Memories of Theatreland.-7, The Palace
Theatre.
Dancing round the world

2

The Two Elizabeths, a play by Netta Syrett.

a

LONDON AND DAVENTRY (5XX)
Jan.

a brilliant spot of

occupying an area of 1/25th of a square

reproductions of dim or blurred pictures be
expected.
was transmitted from Vienna to Berlin.
Photo -telegraphy, of course, consists of a
The key -note of all speeches and congratu- conversion of visual picture-elementS into a
latory messages was a wish that the new succession of electric current impulses. The
service should prove instrumental in pro- fundamental principle underlying all.
moting the friendship and mutual under- modern methods of photo -telegraphy was'
standing of nations.
first suggested by Prof. Korn, who in the

CHIEF EVENTS OF THE

Dc1,..Nr770-77..

Reproductions of Transmitted Matter

The Karolus Photo -electric Cell

speech, emphasized the importance of the
new service. While he was thus speaking,
and a similar ceremony was going on at
the other end, a portrait of Chancellor Dr.
Marx, together with some words of congratulation, was transmitted from Berlin
to Vienna. In a similar manner, a portrait
of Dr. Seipel, Austrian Federal Chancellor,

EROFFNt.

lister

11

MANCHESTER
Jan.

NEWCASTLE
Jan. 6

Glimpses of the Past, a series of historical episodes.

2,

7

The Marsden Colliery Prize Band.

Jan.

2,
3

A Grand .Pantoradioptimime.
A Scots programme.

GLASGOW
ABERDEEN
Jan. 3 Memories of 1927, presented by the Radio Concert Party.

BELFAST
Jan.

2

Our Pantomime.
A Novel Game of Chess.

of

course,

The remaining
is

purely photo-

graphic.

After the first official exchanges of
photo -telegrams, the regular public service
was started and a large number of pictures
were on the first day transmitted from
Berlin to Vienna and vice versa. A few
minutes is the time so far allowed for each
transmission.

" The Real Art of Distance -getting"
(Continued from page 999)
would be able to tune out the local station
completely and receive the distant station

without any trace of interference even

during the initial period, but this is rather
a different problem, and has other difficul
ties associated with it.
Practice is the only method of acquiring
this concentration. If you want to become
a real D. X. expert you must set yourself to
tune in stations a little beyond your normal
reach. Do not be discouraged if you fail

quite a number of times. In the end you
will succeed and your labour will be repaid
a hundredfold by the pleasure which results.
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In one hour using only a small
screw -driver you can build the

Mullard Master Three-the finest
three valve receiver yet designed.

No soldering The packet of
A.B.C. Connecting Links contains

a complete set of 20 wires cut to
the correct length and eyeletted
ready to fix under terminals.

Simple certain tuning One
dial to bring in station after station,

another to increase volume. Used
in London, cuts out London.
FREE Complete simplified Plan
of Assembly and full instructions
for the Mullard Master Three.
Build this wonderful 1928
receiver now !

The
Editor,
"Radio for
the Million,"
63, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, London,W.C.2

Please send me FREE com

plete instructions andSimpl.
fled Plan of Assembly for the
MULLARD MASTER THREE
with No. 5

" RADIO FOR THE MILLION "

NAME (Block Letters)
Address

Mullard
MASTER. RADIO

A AV .Y

THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD., DULLARD HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, LONDON, TV.C.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

miltonr Wire t2
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MAKE YOUR OWN
CONE SPEAKER.
TWO WONDERFUL

UNITS

517

AT ONLY

YOU'LL BE SURPRISED !
'Re New Wondor "N:gluingi'e"

CRANTOPHONE

CONE UNIT

AYTACHNIENT

A

EC TIED
TO

AS

FITTED
IC CUR CI BiNL 1 CONE

1Fr.m
a ply Ltiard. ltft.
suture cut "ut a 121. cir-

UniverSVI
H.F.Choke

tle tiles CIA 4 aril: 0: WOOd

1ST

Rcenced Nom 32/G to 15/.
ale:y as an adverEament for
tte tunous EunplIcne Nightingale Speakers. Gantt magnet t t'aranteed for all Urns.

BULLP HO NE

DOUBLE

PAPER

CON E

ASTONISHING

Postage

x IF and make a Mlle
..2e, dia. in centre, this
win early the unit. Fix
strip to board n shown.

The ideal component

RE-

SULTS, equal to the
most expensive Loud
speakers yet made,
are guaranteed with

:1W extra

Exactly as fitted to

cur awn Speakr

either of them. Units,

wherever a H.F. Choke

is indicated. By virtue
of its special sectional
winding not only is the

ion

DEPOSIT

distributed capacity

SEND

DEPOSIT

5,'- ECares MS SIEI.KER

10 - SECURES THIS SPEAKER

kept at a minimum but
it will efficiently oper-

5/:

0' TER
DEPOSIT

NOW.
inc. Vy'a
ilk 14 -in
Mahop
any finiyhtyl,
1

ate over a very wide

with

range of wave -lengths

a r as

paled

and

s:a ad.

from the shortest to
the longest.
VARIABLE

LIST 288

RESISTOR

9/ -

LIST
5 ohms 3/289
290 30 ohms 3/ -

TWO -SPEED
DIAL

Manufactured under
BurodcPt patents.

LIST 253

9/ -

(Complete with stclion

',corder.)

Send 11d. in stamps for the new Bowyer -Lowe Catalogue
CABINET CONE
Size 17 ins. high by 13 ins, in Mahog-

any, \V alnut or Rosewood finish.

Bowy airo

(:)We

77/6 CASH, OR EASY TERMS.
10/- deposit.
nd 12 monthly payments of C/..

mita
/

cf 5/..

DE LUXE

CASH, OR 5/. DEPOSIT
and 12 monthly payments

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

OR MONEY REFUNDED
Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from :-

BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD., LETCHWORTH
A BOON THAT EVERY EXPERIMENTER SHOULD HAVE:

"The Eowyer-Lowe Standard 7 and 8 -valve Super -Heterodyne"
How to Build end Operate.

PRICE

SenJ

By A. E. BOWYER-LOWE.
- 2/-

your remittance for a copy to -day.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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Asking For It?

the high -frequency crucible furnace which
FOR some little time now the B.B.C. has has recently been demonstrated in Sheffield.

bemoaned a steady increase in the
My own private view

howling nuisance.

'is that such an increase may not be uncon-

nected with the' publication, more than
once repeated, of the circuit diagrams of
the B.B.C. exhibition sets.

If you examine

these with a little care you ,will find that
both the two -valuer and the three-valver
incorporate

magnetic

reaction

directly

emedoer

Angers, Nancy, Aja ecio (Corsica) arid a
" super " at Paris.

Interference

A New Broadcaster

It makes one anxious as to what chance
broadcast will have in the neighbourhood
of a foundry employing this method. Of
course ordinary electric furnaces cause
quite an amount of disturbance but the use
of a radio -frequency furnace is too bad to
contemplate. Even the heavy-handed
oscillator will be tame in comparison to the
noise which will find its way into the loudspeaker. Incidentally will it be necessary

A continental correspondent informs me
that during the last week or so, he has twice
picked up transmissions from what would
appear to be the new Bucharest broadcaster.

So far as I have been able to ascertain

the test transmissions have been made in
the near neighbourhood of 1,600 metresa wavelength, which I trust will not be a
definite one. For the 'present, the broad-

coupled to ,the aerial coil. I don't know
about you, but I regard a set of this kind
casts consist of the usual gramophone
as about the hardest thing there is to tune
successfully without doing a bit of squeal- for the steel founder to have a wireless records so beloved by wireless engineers,
ing. When I raised the question with a licence in order to operate this type of gear? although now and again, for experimental
purposes, vocal items have been transB.B.C. man some time ago he gave me a
And now, France!
mitted. My correspondent informs me
delightful reply. The sets, he said, were
The news that France has at last decided that on no occasion could he pick up a
intended only for short- and medium -range
quality reception, and it had been clearly to carry out its original plan of erecting definite call, tint that from a few sentences
stated in print that they were not designed eighteen broadcasting stations does not heard, he was convinced the language was
for reaching out. So long, he told me, as allow me to contemplate the future with Rumanian. Here is a chance for the
the user confined himself to local or semi - equanimity. The Committee of French D.X. searchers to display their activities.
evidently has its eye on a
local stations, and did not exceed the Finances
possible
revenue
from listeners to both home
Live and Let Libe
ranges laid down for his particular set, he
If there is one region where there is no
could get all.the strength he wanted -with- and foreign transmissions, and in the hope
out using too- much reaction, and would of "regularising the situation," as the overcrowding it is on the wavelengths
therefore have no temptation to oscillate. Paris press terms it, it has decided to pro- below too metres. Allowing for a to -kiloI heartily agreed, but the " ifs " are rather mote most of the schemes already submitted ' cycle separation, there is room literally for
by the Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs. thousands of stations down there, though
big ones, don't you think?
Up to the present, French wireless fans- comparatively few are to be found working
who cared to do -so, there appears to have at any given time.
Who Can Resist?
My own experience is that anyone who been no compulsion-have contributed to
Since there is so much elbow -room, I
has a wireless set capable of bringing in the State the very small sum of I franc, or cannot see why amateur and commercial
two stations immediately wants to get a zd., as a registration fee for their receiving transmitters should so often make use of
third with it, and then a fourth, and then sets !
the wavelengths of well-known short-wave
Increased Fees!
broadcasting stations at times when these
a fifth, and so on to the "nth." Just about
the last kind of receiver that I would put
To -day, the State considers that a larger are sending out programmes. During
into the hands of a boy or enthusiastic payment should be made to support the PCJ J's twenty-four hour test he was badly
t eginner is one of these swinging -coil plain development of broadcast telephony, and jammed for some time by a tonic train
aerial affairs. Yet the B.B.C. scatters these it suggests that the annual tax be fixed at transmitter, and I have frequently found
circuits abroad, stamps them with its 5 franCs for a crystal set and to francs per jamming by either T.T. or C.W. when I
official seal, tells us that they are the valve, in a valve set, a fee which in no way have tried to tune in KDKA, 2XAF, or
goods-and then becomes worried over an can be considered exhorbitant. Apart from zXAD.
increase in the matter of catcalls, chirps, this tax directly paid by the listener, it is
A few nights ago an amateur sending
squeaks, yells, howls, and moans that in proposed to collect from the manufacturer C.W. was right on top of 2XAF, and
some localities accompany its transmis- Or importer, an ad valorem fiscal duty of 5 remained there for a long time. Yet on
sions. Circuits such as these could not be per cent, on all valves.
turning my condensers to see whether he
tolerated for a moment in America.
was adopting this wavelength because he
A Lead
could not help it owing to overcrowding,
Steel and Wireless
In the meantime, Radio Paris, taking the I was surprised to find that there. was no
Details of one or two matters of special lead, has prepared the equipment of its other transmission to be heard within
interest to amateurs have been published in high -power station and within a few weeks three or four metres above or below 2XAF;
the daily press within the last week or so. or so hopes to' transmit on 5o kilowatts !
and three or four metres on these low
In response to a threat by the authorities wavelengths mean a very great deal, as
Wireless and steel is a combination which
cannot fail to attract the attention. Many to _close down private transmitters, the short-wave enthusiasts will realise.
readers are familiar with the heating pro- Petit Parisien is considering the removal
Morse Again !
perties of radio frequency currents, especi- of its transmitter to a site outside the
Friends living on certain parts of the
ally those who use hot wire ammeters in French capital, although I am of the
connection with high -frequency circuits. In opinion that for obvious reasons a news- coast tell me that 5GB is of absolutely no
this instrument the heat generated by the paper -owned broadcaster may escape the use to them owing to morse interference.
current passing over a wire of limited surface wrath of the French' Ministry of Posts and In many places, in fact, the only B.B.C.
area causes the wire to sag and the needle Telegraphs. The sites of the new regional station that can be well received is 5XX.
on the front of the instrument shows a stations are Nice, Beziers, Montauban, It seems to me that morse interference,
deflection. The same principle applies to Agen, Clermont, Ferrand, Lyon, Dijon, unless something is done to check it, is

(itnateur Wireles5

On Your Wavelength !

0
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(continued)

0

going to spoil the success of any broad- shortly to be startled by something abso- large accumulators, too-except when it
casting scheme by preventing an Ar service lutely new in the way of accumulators. comes to taking them to the charging
from being given in coastwise places. So One has so often heard statements of this station for a refill. My own glass -cased
far as i can make out, the bulk of the kind in the past, which never came to any- accumulator is of the So actual ampere trouble is not caused by ships, but by sta- thing, that one accepts them with the pro- hour variety, and the current drawn from
tions on the coast which seem to think verbial grain of salt. In this particular it is usually between .3 and .4 ampere. At
that they can use whatever wavelength case the inventor is stated to be a Spanish the latter figure it gives 200 hours-or,
they like without let or hindrance. By far priest who has turned out a secondary say, ten weeks'-service. Charging costs
the worst offender on the broadcast band battery which makes use of no acid or half a crown, so that my filament current
week. Last,
is FFB, the Boulogne station, whose tuning alkaline electrolyte. It can stand indefi- works out at threepence
is incredibly flat. In some places he can nitely, either charged or discharged, and but by no means least in the way of
be heard-or, rather, cannot be got rid of- even a direct short-circuit has no effect advantages, I need only lug it to the
over a great part of the broadcast band. whatever upon it. It is rumoured that charging station five times a year.
One friend living near Brighton actually successful tests have been made in both
bon't Take Risks
assures me, with his fingers crossed and his France and Germany, and that manufacI
had
meant
before to refer to the needhand on his heart, that FFB interferes with ture on a large scale is to start at no very
his short-wave reception ! Even 5XX has distant date. Has any reader heard any- less risks that people often take with
not been free at times from morse inter- thing about this accumulator? If he has, electrical apparatus. This year there have
ference, for, as I noted recently, trouble I am sure that wireless enthusiasts, includ- been quite a number of accidents, several
.

from a C.W. signal has been experienced in
some parts.

More Trouble
I acquired recently a couple of very
expensive fixed condensers which are so
beautifully made that they are a sheer joy
to look upon. With each of them came a
queer little template with full instructions

ing your THERMION, will be very grateful of them fatal, due to neglect or some small
fault in electric -light wiring. If there is a
for any definite information about it.

defect, however small

A Good Partnership

In the very early days of broadcasting, or anything of the kind in your house
there was a rather widely held belief that don't hesitate but have it rectified without
wireless might seriously injure the gramo- delay.
phone trade. This was never my view
and I have said more than once in AMATEUR

about the way to use it for drilling the WIRELESS that the wireless set and the
holes required for the fixing screws. Now,

it may be, in a

switch, an electric -light fitting, a wall plug,

gramophone

were partners instead

of

Special Care
The greatest danger is in rooms whose

floors either are made of conducting matter

if templates are of tin or brass or zinc foes. That this opinion was correct is shown or are often wet, such as those of bathrooms,
I like them very much, since they enor- by the fact that the gramophone trade sculleries and so on. If you happen to be
mously ease one's labours in such circum- has never been in so flourishing a condition standing on such a floor with your bare
stances. But paper templates, my friends, as it is to -day and there is an enormous
are inventions of the evil one. It would demand for records of songs and musical
not be so bad if holes were punched in pieces that have been broadcast. And now
them, for one would then have a chance of there is another aspect to the partnership.
making the holes with reasonable accuracy. The pick-up device is becoming very
popular with wireless enthusiasts, large
A Better System Wanted

feet, there is a ready path to earth through
your body, especially if the skin is wet. In
such circumstances a small current leakage

may inflict a fatal shock if a defective

electric component is touched. There is
also, as I have mentioned before, a certain
numbers of whom now reproduce their amount of risk in running extension wires
When the centres are indicated merely by records through the medium of the low - for a loud -speaker straight from the output
rather coarse cross lines you have every frequency part of the set and the lond- terminals of the set with no intervening
chance of making an error in your marking speaker.
transformer or filter circuit.
out sufficient to cause two out of the three
Working off the Gas Mains
fixing screws to decline firmly to be driven

The Modern Gramophone

Time was when those who had net
A good pick-up device is a sheer joy to
pretty good at accurate marking out and use, for needle scratch is much less, and electric light in their houses were wont to
drilling. I used my first template as care- with a proper L.F. amplifier and loud- bemoan the fate which compelled them to
fully as I knew how and made the required speaker one obtains reproduction of splen- carry large and heavy accumulators to and
holes. Not one of the screws would go in did quality and at any desired volume from the charging station, usually some
properly. However, by discreet use of the within the capabilities of the output little distance away. " If only we could
rat -tailed file, I managed to get them in valve. I expect that before long we shall charge at home !" they used to sigh. They
somehow. With the second condenser, have big cabinet sets incorporating both envied their more fortunate friends who
thought I, I will not use the template, but the wireless set proper and the gramophone either used valves that could be worked by
will measure very carefully the distances with the pick-up device. With such means of a transformer from the A.C.
or fitted trickle chargers which put
between the centres, and then mark out apparatus one is naturally independent of mains
back
during
the night all that had been
with super -accuracy. Unfortunately, these ether conditions, or of broadcast profrom the accumulator during recepcentres seemed to have been laid out by grammes that do not appeal. Entertain- taken
hours. To -day you can run your filasomebody using a ruler marked off in ment is thus ensured at any time either by tion
ments
off the gas mains and scrap accumuwireless
or
by
gramophone.
cubits or versts, or something of that kind.
lators altogether ! There is now on the
Certainly the distances came to no reasonAnother Big 'Un
market a neat little device which supplies
able fractions of either inches or centiWhen
my
faithful
old accumulator low-tension current through the agency of
metres. Finally, in despair, I drilled and
developed senile decay_ at the end of the a large number of thermo-junctions. To
tapped fresh screw -holes of my own in the summer I invested in a beautiful new one make it deliver " juice," all that you have
end -plate.
in a glittering glass case. My passion for to do is to light up the gas -burner in its
Only a Rumour ?
big batteries does not confine itself to interior and the heat so supplied does the
I have heard a report lately that we are H.T.B.s, for I must confess that I like rest.
THERMION.
home.

Though I say it myself, I am
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By R. W. HALLOWS
DO you know," said Bradlow, as we intended for resistance -coupling and V4 that valve you will find that it isn't passing
sat chatting in his den the other was, as he had previously said, a low - anything like 3o milliamperes."
evening, "it's rather a queer thing, but I impedance super -power valve.
Bradlow adjusted the grid bias, went
have just made up a receiving set incor"One thingstrikes me at once," I remarked across to the cupboard, dug out a milliamporating all the things that ought to make after inspecting the diagram and obtaining meter and wired it up. The instrument
for perfectly pure reception, and I am not a these valve details.
recorded not quite 25 milliamperes.
bit satisfied with its performances. They
" What's that? " queried my friend with
" If you'll glance at these curves," I said
say that for good quality you ought to have a look of surprise.
with a grin, "you'll see that a plate current
an anode -bend rectifier; I've got an anode " Well, just look at what you've done with of 25 milliamperes with a negative grid
bend rectifier. You should use resistance - the loud -speaker."
bias of 15 'corresponds to a plate voltage
capacity coupling for your note-mag valves ;
" But the loud -speaker's in the plate of about 125. And this is what your plate
I've used it. You should have a super- circuit of the last valve; where on earth voltage is."
power valve in the last stage ; I have a super- else could you have it ? "
"But the batteries are right up my good
power valve and I give it all the plate volts
" That's just where I wouldn't have it. man. Where on earth can the other 15
that the makers will allow and grid bias it Have you by any chance got the makers' volts have gone to ? "
properly. Then I've heard that if you want characteristic curves of that valve? They
"They are simply being wasted in the
really to hear the bass notes you certainly are probably on a printed slip inside the windings of the loud -speaker. You forget
ought to have a cone -type loud -speaker, box."
apparently that the loud -speaker itself has
which is just what I'm using.
a considerable resistance and
You will see that I've made use
when you plump this into the
of all the recognized producers
plate circuit of a super -power
f
/7+
of good quality, but I'm most
valve you cause an appreciable
disappointed with the results.
drop in the actual plate voltage
R7 C8jm
Just listen to it now and tell me
to occur. Another rather interwhat you think of it candidly."
esting point follows. Actually
He went over to the table
you apply the grid bias that the
and switched on the set which
makers suggest for 140 volts on
promptly began to reproduce
the plate. "
2LO's programme. It was not
"As a matter of fact," said
pleasant reproduction by any
Bradlow, " I put on rather more,
manner of means. When the
for one nearly always finds that
orchestra

was

playing

you

heard some sort of bass right
enough, but you heard very little
else.

Speech was distinctly of

the half - swallowed -p o t a t o

variety, whilst distinct signs of
overloading of some kind were
The Circuit Diagram of Bradlow's Receiver
to be observed in the somewhat queer noises produced at intervals.
Bradlow fished them out and passed them
" Well; what do you think of it ? " said over.
Bradlow, switching off at the end of ten
" What's your plate voltage ? " I asked,
minutes or so.
running a pencil up one of the curves.
" I am afraid I can't congratulate you
" A hundred and forty. If you look under
on the purity," I replied. "There certainly the table you will see that I've seven
is a great deal wanting and it's obvious twenty -volt accumulator units wired in
that there's something very much wrong series."
with the thing. Have you a circuit
"Then if you will excuse my saying so,
diagram? "
the plate voltage is not 14o. If you take a
Bradlow went over to his desk and after look at these curves you will see that when
rummaging about amongst his papers the plate voltage is 140 this.particular valve
produced the diagram Which is shown on passes 3o milliamperes of current when a
this page. I learnt that the first and second i5 -volt grid bias is applied. Now I am
valves were medium -impedance valves of willing to wager quite heavily that if you
the ordinary ." H.F. and detector" type. make the G.B. 15 volts negative and stick
The third was a high -impedance valve a milliammeter into the plate circuit of

this can be done with advantage."

"In many cases it can, but

what's actually happening here is
this. You have grid biased on

the assumption that the plate

voltage is 14o when actually it
is obviously considerably less.

The result is that 4l,r ou have taken the work-

ing point of the valve too low down and
when a big grid voltage swing comes alongit

travels right on to the bent portion of the
curve and you get distortion. By putting
the loud -speaker slap into the plate circuit
you have moved the whole curve to the
right, but you have not altered the grid
bias to correspond."

"And what do you suggest?"

" Well, in any case it is not fair to pass
even a 25 -milliampere current through the
windings of a loud -speaker and there is no
earthly reason why you should do so. A

filter circuit will prevent this, and if the
choke used is of reasonably small resistance
(Continued on page 1024
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ANOTABLE

Various loads for the
different transmitters
are thus obtained
common
with a

are the new Marconi
Dorchester Wireless
'-beam transmitters
and Somerton beam
receivers. A recent

supply generated in
a separate building.
In a temporary
building are' housed
the two active trans-

visit to Dorchester
made

me

. resistors,"

about 4 ft. square !

addition to the
beam wireless systems in this country

realise

mitters, sending to
Rio de Janeiro and

(writes our Special
Commissioner) what

a tremendous

Buenos Aires. Shortenthusiasts
wave

be exercised in order

that GLW transmits

to maintain reliable

to Rio and Buenos

long-distance

less communica-

15.706
Aires
on
metres. Calibration

tion.

readings can also be

When I arrived at
the station the chief
engineer showed me
the ingenious safeguards that have

made by noting GLH
on 22.167 metres and

amount of care and
forethought has to

may care to note

wire-

been made to prevent

all possibility of the
aerials being blown down in a gale.
Special compensating weight devices allow

for wind variation, and in the event of a
hurricane, several small lead -wire lashings
break away, and although the aerial is then
temporarily out of commission, no

permanent damage is done.

The Aerials
In the case of 'the five beam aerials

G LK on 37.476 Metres.

Checking
Undulators
Photo: 11 tr: ones Wireoss TelegraPh Co., Lid.
A checking unand the absorbing and starting chambers dulator gives a good visible indication on
" below." Here again, vibration has been inked strips of the "stuff" going out to
eliminated by mounting the concrete flcor South America.
on a bed of cork.
Aurally, an indication of the note being
transmitted is given by .a small oscillator
Valve Safeguards
detector and loud -speaker connected up
An intriguing part of the transmitter so that the heterodyned note is reproduced
room was the safety device for the valves. in the loud -speaker. Any frequency variaThe main transmitting valves are oil - tion would cause an audible note variation
cooled, and if the oil supply failed the in the loud -speaker reproduction.

erected at Dorchester, each 27o ft. high, valves would be quickly ruined and the
with 90 -ft. crossbars, there is absolutely no transmitter stopped.
The Somerton Receiver
swaying, and the wavelengths of the

A thirty -mile car drive through the sun-

If the oil failed a bell would automatically
on the ring
and the engineer in charge could see lit lanes of Dorset and Somerset brought
triatic suspensions, are maintained con-

vertical aerials and reflectors,

stant.
The " feeder " wires, which are copper
tubes carrying the signals from the transmitters inside the building adjoining the
masts, are enclosed in copper pipes fixed
close to the ground.

at once by looking at the . lights which us to 'Somerton, the receiving end of the
transmitter was involved. This contin- new beam installation. The masts are

gency has never arisen, but the precautions almost identical with those at Dorchester,
for the same sv.4em of signal concentration
are very necessary.
Down " below " I inspected the resistance - is employed at the receiver as at the transabsorbing chambers. They are not unlike mitter.
The Sotherton buildings are not so near
condemned cells-some one alluded to them
The Transmitting Panels
as condemned electric cells ! From a con- completion as at Dorchester, although they,
Inside the main transmitting building trol above, the "starting" resistances in will be very solid and imposing eventually.'
one was reminded of a ship, with the one chamber can be brought into action by Inside I saw three recording instruments
transmitting panels on the "quarter deck" means of selectors; other chambers house (Continued on page 1021)

rhoto

These two photographs show the Dorchester Beam Transmitting Gcar.

114,,,ot'c !fireless Telegt bh Co., f tt.

The New York and Rio de Janeiro apparatus is in the right-hand picture.
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley
OWING to my seasonable stay in bed Forest," by Tchaikovsky and " A Rebel
-atishoo !-I have had days and Song." by Arthur Sandford, deservedly so,
nights of wireless. " Vive le telegraphie sans let me add.
fils!" must be the counterpane cry of the
world's invalids, for it certainly helps one
Miss Ida Gilbert's reciting was not so
to take one's gruel neat. Actually, it is the affected as is usually the case with those
best mood to cultivate-this 'quiescent who take all the licence allowed by the
emcentrated attitude of humility. Well, poets. Not over -emphasised, nor maudlin.
let's see !

+

judgment on it, I think that this was a
piece that should have been " let " alone.
It was kindly transmitted from Birmingham, who apparently wished to share this
short, theatrical property -like house agent
with us.

I had hoped to be able to report well on

the Bishopsgate Institute production of

Songs for My Little Ones," taken- from King

Arthur (Purcell), especially since

An interesting bedside talk was that of " Punch" and set to music by Sir Frederic I was a humble member of the choir
Mr. Neville .Sharp, who told us about Cowen, were irresistible. They were countless years ago. I fear, however, that
nasty "Gorillas,'; who apparently are not delightfully rendered by Dora Labbette, Purcell didn't ,quite "come up " on this
the drawing -room pets one imagined them singer, composer and author making a occasion, and I was relieved when I heard
to be. When they catch you, they are not treble success.
Palmer's voice butting in at ro o'clock.
at all careful where they hit you, or how
often. Mr. Sharp's information about the
Who is the genius who gives the titles
Mr. Leonard Dennis played on the
family parties of friend gorilla induced me to the talks? Particularly the series I com- violoncello a piece entitled "Londonderry
to lock my door that night. You never mented on the other day-about a grand- Air" "arranged by Trowell." Shouldn't it
know.
iloquent talk from what was quite a simple have been " laid on with ? "
task-and now we have an interesting talk
They make a mistake in exaggerating on the art of modern advertising, labelled as
Bravo the Liverpool Philharmonic
the importance of "stars," with the con- "Men and Machines-Men and Markets." Society. Actually finished the first part of
Enough
to
scare
away
the
mildest
of
talk
sequence that they rarely come up to
a fine concert before time ! I often wonder
" publicity " point. We were told that the fans..
what the uninterested listener must think
return of. Miss Gertrude Lawrence was
when he hears a dreary piece followed by
the chief event of the theatrical season.
I didn't hear all of The House Agent tumultuous applause. I found, for instance
Well, as good as it was, she certainly described as a comedy by Gerald Grace. Strauss' symphonic poem "Don Quixote"
wasn't the chief event of the wireless But on the'principle that you needn't taste heavy and needing complete concentration ;
season. The new kiddies' songs were bright the whole of an egg in order to pronounce but from its reception by an audience of
and whimsical, but I wish they could
music -lovers, I judged that I was not in the
have let us judge from the performance and
right receptive mood.
not from her press cuttings.

G.M.T. FOR THE WORLD!

Neil Kenyon, in a rather more subdued
mood, did me his wittiest bits, although
the claque forgot to cackle at some of his

ABRITISH time signal is now being
transmitted from the Post Office
Wireless Station at Rugby, twice daily

subtle jokes. Ethel Hook sang some chic
songs clearly. An extra turn of " Three

during the five niinutes terminating at

Something or Other Sisters " might have

to a.m. and 6 p.m. Greenwich Mean Time.
Each transmission, which will be controlled

saved themselves the trouble. Who let
them in, I wonder ?

from the standard clock at Greenwich
Observatory, will be of the type proposed

.

It mustn't be assumed that because one

by the International Time CoMmission
1925, and known as the " International
System of Rhythmic Wireless Time Signals." It will consist of a series of 306

of the B.B.C. Symphony Concerts was held

at the People's Palace, Mile End, that this
means the hall is filled with East -enders.
Judging from the enthusiasm, however, you

signals transmitted in 300 seconds of mean
time. Each minute will be clearly marked

could have thought they were from the
neighbouring homes of Stepney, White chapel and Bow, for the East -ender knows
how to appreciate good music when he
hears it. 1 remember hearing the highest brow chamber music in a. packed Art
Gallery in Whitechapel Road some twenty

years ago. Even so I was amazed at the
remarkable reception given to Roy Henderson the other night when he sang " To the

by a dash of two -fifths of a second duration,

beginning on the exact minute. The dashes

.at the 55th, 56th, 57th, 58th and 59th
minutes will be followed by a succession
of 6o dots spaced at, equal intervals
Eugene Gaossens, the famous Orchestral
Conductor, who has on several occasions
conducted the Wireless Orchestra.

following the commencement of the dashes
at these minutes. The hour will he indicated
by a dash of similar duration to the others

commencing on the exact hour.
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D.X. One-valver," was described last July in
AMATEUR WIRELESS, and highly gratifying

results were obtained by readers who
constructed it.
We have incorporated the basic circuit

of this one-valver in the "Hartley D.X.

insulated " series " clip is attached to t1,19
grid condenser. This clip is clamped und*
the grid -condenser terminal that goes to the

It consists

of

a resistance -capacity -

aerial end of the tuning coil, but is quite
insulated from it.

coupled stage followed by a transformer coupled stage of L.F. amplification. Provided a good L.F. transformer is used, an
approach to the ideal of straight-line
amplification is achieved.

Three-valver," which is in reality a "loudspeaker ". edition of the original one
valver.

a

Since the Loriostat is essentially a " stay -

put" baseboard component, a filament
control in the form of a push-pull switch is

Resistors
A separate resistor is provided for each

mounted on the panel. A type " A " R.I.
and Varley R.C. unit couples the detector

valve.

The
Circuit

Hartley Circuit

and a separate tapping for the power

Here let us emphasise a frequently overlooked, but nevertheless very
important, point. Do not expect to get

to a 4o -volt tapping !
With a 250,00o -ohm resistance in series

the volts on the anode of the detector
anode would be considerably less than 40.
1

7,V83

The Hartley circuit has great possibiliZ.TSiwkh

and therefore inexpensive in its practical

C.D.M. or T.C:C.).

cuit utilises one centre -tapped coil, which is
used for both tuning and reaction. We

detector valve is connected across the top
half of the coil, although the whole coil is
tuned by the variable condenser.
By inserting an H.F. choke in the anode
circuit of the detector valve we can divert
the- "reaction" component of the rectified
current through the variable reaction condenser.
In practice a smooth reaction -application

The Complete ".4artley D.X. Three"
tirtir/GLAriliMICOMMIE04.1[MCis mmmmmmm flG..

. The R.C. stage passes on well -accentuated

low notes and the transformer stage evens
things up by amplifying the high notes to a

greater extent than the low notes. The

resulting reproduction is extremely pleasing, and the volume is full-bodied enough
to fill a large room.

Complete Circuit
The complete circuit arrangement is
given by the theoretical circuit diagram
shown in these pages. The centre -tap coil
connections are clearly shown. The aerial

The circuit is therefore eminently suitable for the average listener's requirements.

coil. A No. 75 centre -tapped coil is recom-

One half of the problem is solved by the

mended for the broadcast band of ,wavelengths. The valve rectifies on the leaky grid -condenser principle, and for this purpose a .0003-microfarad fixed-, condenser.

" sharp."

Solving the Problem

choice of the detector and reaction arrangeMent.

What of the L.F. side ? That is equally
important from the listener's point of. view.
Because we fully -appreciate this we have
seleeted What we consider to be an almost

valve filament, and by using a three-way
Loriostat it is possible to enjoy the luxury
of separate filament control without complication. In the Loriostat there are three
separate resistance solenoids with sliders
arranged to vary each resistance.
At one end there is a terminal common to

three resistances, and this is wired to

and first L.F. valves. If an alternative R.C.

unit is employed, see to it that the anode
resistance does not exceed 250,000 ohms, cr

difficulty may be experienced in getting
reaction.
If separate R.C. components are used, we
recommend a 250,00o -ohm anode resistance,
a .005-microfarad coupling condenser, and

For best results too volts or more should
b3 applied, and if 120 volts is the maximum

pressure available, connect H.T. -j- I and
H.T. + 2 together and take a single lead to
the full 120 volts.

Grid Bias
Grid bias is provided for each L.F. valve,

and a 2.-megohm grid leak are connected as
shown. The grid leak is connected between

the grid and L.T. +, and to do this an

Resistance coupling unit (R.I. & Varley,
Dubilier, Carborundum or. Lissen).
High -frequency choke (Lissen, R.I. and
Varlet', Trix or Wearite).
Low -frequency transformer (Powquip,

Ferranti or B.T.H.)..
One 3 -way Loriostat.

Ebonite or bakelite strip, 12 in by 2 ine,
by l/4 in. (Becol).
Four insulated terminals marked Aerial,
Earth, L.S. +, L.S.- (Belling -Lee or
Eastick).

.................. eamm....mo..muu,ouulaumum:lum.e, ...... urtoounuouatIceouranunanwm.e.m.o.ravotso ......... Lo.swoaelaveangmonvcaamonemsratm...autzmarpooD&

Left : A Plan View

A Rear View of the Finishei

of the "Hartley D.X.
Three"

Receiver

is connected to the top of the coil, the earth

to the centre -tap, and the free end of the,
centre -tap coil is taken through the.0003microfarad reaction condenser to the anode
of the detectoi valve.
The .0005-microfarad variable tuning
condenser is connected across the whole

is obtained and the tuning is noticeably

Ebonite or bakelite panel, 16 in. by 8 in.
by % in. (Ebonart, Raymond, Becol, PetoScott, or Pertinax).
.0005-microfarad variable condenser
(Centroid, Burton, Cyldon or Ormond).
.0003-microfarad variable condenser
(Centroid, Burton, Cyldon or Ormond).
Push-pull filament switch (L. & P., Trix,
Lissen or Wearite).
Three anti-microphonic valve -holders
(Benjamin, Lotus or Lissen).
Single baseboard coil -mount (Lissen
or L. & P.).
.0003 -micro -farad fixed condenser with

2- megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Lissen,

65

As some readers know, the Hartley cir-

The immediate effect of this procedure is
a reduction of rectifier damping and a consequent improvement in selectivity. It will
be clear from an examination of the circuit
diagram that the grid -filament circuit of the

:

series clip (Dubilier,Lissen ,C.D.M. or T.0 .C.)

form.

connect the earth to the centre -tap of the
coil and one side of the reaction condenser
to the lower end of the coil.

and is a standard arrangement in all

proper reaction when H.T.+I is taken Components Required

leakr-B

ties. It gives greater selectivity and volume
than the " modifications " of the Reinartz
circuit. It is essentially a simple circuit,

ing the H.T. and L.T. batteries together,

Readers desiring to duplicate the photographed model of the "Hartley D.X. Three"
will require the following conipOnents, and
in cases where difficulty is experienced in
following diagrams, a full-size blueprint
should be ordered at the same time. This
can be obtained, price Is., post free, from
this office.

-0003
I,

H.T. - and L.T. -- are " commence' " and
earthed. This is the best method of joinAMATEUR WIRELESS receivers.

mmmmm m mmmmmmm

Diagram

former.

there are two H.T. +
of the first two valves

one side of the filament switch. The three
separate connections at the other end of the
Loriostat go to the individual filaments.

r being taken from the "free " end

of grid leak of the R.C. coupler and G.B. -2

It will be seen that
tappings, one common to the anodes
mmmm r mmmmmm

L.F. arrangement.

from the IS connection of the L.F. trans-

third valves are

importance, use a good one.

Designed, Built and Tested by the " A.W "Technical Staff
ideal, and, at the same time, practicable

and

paramount

000000000000000000000000 ortoon mmmmmm .11310.121711IIPPOD mmmmmmmm 12 mmmmm omen.] mmmmmmmmmmmmmm

set, which ,we called the "Hartley

G.B.

transformer, and if
good quality is of

SIMPLE
DISTORTIONLESS

.

a 2-megohin grid
leak.
e second

coupled with

flaTLE
AREMARKABLY efficient one -valve

mateur Wirele5

1009

The Design
is Neat
................. ...... . ................ ..
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D.X. One-valver," was described last July in
AMATEUR WIRELESS, and highly gratifying

results were obtained by readers who
constructed it.
We have incorporated the basic circuit

of this one-valver in the "Hartley D.X.

insulated " series " clip is attached to t1,19
grid condenser. This clip is clamped und*
the grid -condenser terminal that goes to the

It consists

of

a resistance -capacity -

aerial end of the tuning coil, but is quite
insulated from it.

coupled stage followed by a transformer coupled stage of L.F. amplification. Provided a good L.F. transformer is used, an
approach to the ideal of straight-line
amplification is achieved.

Three-valver," which is in reality a "loudspeaker ". edition of the original one
valver.

a

Since the Loriostat is essentially a " stay -

put" baseboard component, a filament
control in the form of a push-pull switch is

Resistors
A separate resistor is provided for each

mounted on the panel. A type " A " R.I.
and Varley R.C. unit couples the detector

valve.

The
Circuit

Hartley Circuit

and a separate tapping for the power

Here let us emphasise a frequently overlooked, but nevertheless very
important, point. Do not expect to get

to a 4o -volt tapping !
With a 250,00o -ohm resistance in series

the volts on the anode of the detector
anode would be considerably less than 40.
1

7,V83

The Hartley circuit has great possibiliZ.TSiwkh

and therefore inexpensive in its practical

C.D.M. or T.C:C.).

cuit utilises one centre -tapped coil, which is
used for both tuning and reaction. We

detector valve is connected across the top
half of the coil, although the whole coil is
tuned by the variable condenser.
By inserting an H.F. choke in the anode
circuit of the detector valve we can divert
the- "reaction" component of the rectified
current through the variable reaction condenser.
In practice a smooth reaction -application

The Complete ".4artley D.X. Three"
tirtir/GLAriliMICOMMIE04.1[MCis mmmmmmm flG..

. The R.C. stage passes on well -accentuated

low notes and the transformer stage evens
things up by amplifying the high notes to a

greater extent than the low notes. The

resulting reproduction is extremely pleasing, and the volume is full-bodied enough
to fill a large room.

Complete Circuit
The complete circuit arrangement is
given by the theoretical circuit diagram
shown in these pages. The centre -tap coil
connections are clearly shown. The aerial

The circuit is therefore eminently suitable for the average listener's requirements.

coil. A No. 75 centre -tapped coil is recom-

One half of the problem is solved by the

mended for the broadcast band of ,wavelengths. The valve rectifies on the leaky grid -condenser principle, and for this purpose a .0003-microfarad fixed-, condenser.

" sharp."

Solving the Problem

choice of the detector and reaction arrangeMent.

What of the L.F. side ? That is equally
important from the listener's point of. view.
Because we fully -appreciate this we have
seleeted What we consider to be an almost

valve filament, and by using a three-way
Loriostat it is possible to enjoy the luxury
of separate filament control without complication. In the Loriostat there are three
separate resistance solenoids with sliders
arranged to vary each resistance.
At one end there is a terminal common to

three resistances, and this is wired to

and first L.F. valves. If an alternative R.C.

unit is employed, see to it that the anode
resistance does not exceed 250,000 ohms, cr

difficulty may be experienced in getting
reaction.
If separate R.C. components are used, we
recommend a 250,00o -ohm anode resistance,
a .005-microfarad coupling condenser, and

For best results too volts or more should
b3 applied, and if 120 volts is the maximum

pressure available, connect H.T. -j- I and
H.T. + 2 together and take a single lead to
the full 120 volts.

Grid Bias
Grid bias is provided for each L.F. valve,

and a 2.-megohm grid leak are connected as
shown. The grid leak is connected between

the grid and L.T. +, and to do this an

Resistance coupling unit (R.I. & Varley,
Dubilier, Carborundum or. Lissen).
High -frequency choke (Lissen, R.I. and
Varlet', Trix or Wearite).
Low -frequency transformer (Powquip,

Ferranti or B.T.H.)..
One 3 -way Loriostat.

Ebonite or bakelite strip, 12 in by 2 ine,
by l/4 in. (Becol).
Four insulated terminals marked Aerial,
Earth, L.S. +, L.S.- (Belling -Lee or
Eastick).
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of the "Hartley D.X.
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is connected to the top of the coil, the earth

to the centre -tap, and the free end of the,
centre -tap coil is taken through the.0003microfarad reaction condenser to the anode
of the detectoi valve.
The .0005-microfarad variable tuning
condenser is connected across the whole

is obtained and the tuning is noticeably

Ebonite or bakelite panel, 16 in. by 8 in.
by % in. (Ebonart, Raymond, Becol, PetoScott, or Pertinax).
.0005-microfarad variable condenser
(Centroid, Burton, Cyldon or Ormond).
.0003-microfarad variable condenser
(Centroid, Burton, Cyldon or Ormond).
Push-pull filament switch (L. & P., Trix,
Lissen or Wearite).
Three anti-microphonic valve -holders
(Benjamin, Lotus or Lissen).
Single baseboard coil -mount (Lissen
or L. & P.).
.0003 -micro -farad fixed condenser with

2- megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Lissen,

65

As some readers know, the Hartley cir-

The immediate effect of this procedure is
a reduction of rectifier damping and a consequent improvement in selectivity. It will
be clear from an examination of the circuit
diagram that the grid -filament circuit of the

:

series clip (Dubilier,Lissen ,C.D.M. or T.0 .C.)

form.

connect the earth to the centre -tap of the
coil and one side of the reaction condenser
to the lower end of the coil.

and is a standard arrangement in all

proper reaction when H.T.+I is taken Components Required

leakr-B

ties. It gives greater selectivity and volume
than the " modifications " of the Reinartz
circuit. It is essentially a simple circuit,

ing the H.T. and L.T. batteries together,

Readers desiring to duplicate the photographed model of the "Hartley D.X. Three"
will require the following conipOnents, and
in cases where difficulty is experienced in
following diagrams, a full-size blueprint
should be ordered at the same time. This
can be obtained, price Is., post free, from
this office.
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I,

H.T. - and L.T. -- are " commence' " and
earthed. This is the best method of joinAMATEUR WIRELESS receivers.
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former.

there are two H.T. +
of the first two valves

one side of the filament switch. The three
separate connections at the other end of the
Loriostat go to the individual filaments.

r being taken from the "free " end

of grid leak of the R.C. coupler and G.B. -2

It will be seen that
tappings, one common to the anodes
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L.F. arrangement.

from the IS connection of the L.F. trans-

third valves are

importance, use a good one.

Designed, Built and Tested by the " A.W "Technical Staff
ideal, and, at the same time, practicable

and

paramount

000000000000000000000000 ortoon mmmmmm .11310.121711IIPPOD mmmmmmmm 12 mmmmm omen.] mmmmmmmmmmmmmm

set, which ,we called the "Hartley

G.B.

transformer, and if
good quality is of

SIMPLE
DISTORTIONLESS

.

a 2-megohin grid
leak.
e second

coupled with

flaTLE
AREMARKABLY efficient one -valve

mateur Wirele5
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The Design
is Neat
................. ...... . ................ ..
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"A HARTLEY D.X. TH EE"
Eight terminals marked L.T. +, L.T.
H.T. 2,
H.T. H.T.
G.B. -2 (Belling -Lee or Eastick).
Connecting wire (Glazite or Junit)
Two dial indicators (Deckorem).

-

(Continued from preceding page)

Of course, it is necessary to make several
the extreme right of the baseboard, and
near it the grid leak and condenser. The preliminary adjustments. The grid -bias

three valve -holders are arranged in a line tappings and the filament resistors should
in front of the terminal strip. The H.F. be varied until satisfactory results are

choke, R.C. unit, L.F. transformer, and obtained.
three-way Loriostat are grouped in the

Construction

positions shown.

With these parts.aVailable the constructional work, which is well Within the
capabilities of all AMATEUR WIRELESS
readers, can be put in hand. The panel

Wiring
We used white Glazite wire for connect-

8

ing up the

compOrients, although the
drilling is quite straightforward, and the constructor :can use his Own discretion in
the: matter. A good
PANEL 8k/6
alternative to covered
BLUEPRINT
4,APV6.3

51

wire is Junit self -soldering wire. There is one
flexible connection, consisting of a 5 -in. length

Ls

of Lewbosrubber
rubberL.,S+

ETh

To

` ao.o.s Mid

zr6w/rcnr,6--i
BASEMAN
/8-WO:r

/op

L F TRAINSFORITER

111

/,,y/aAny
chp

.receiver can be housed in a suitable cabinet.

covered flex from the such as Messrs. Carrington can supply.
earth terminal, terminating in a small spade
TWO -VOLT VALVES FOR THE
tag to facilitate the in" HARTLEY D.X. THREE "
terchanging of plug-in
centre -tap coils.

[ewe/ of Ivsebnord

Details of Panel

When these preliminaries are over, the

De.e

Mahe

Ist L.F.

BS

B22

SPx8 , B

SP16/R

SPIS/RR

COSEOr

2-26PC

2 TOLF

I Stentor 2

Ediswan

RC2

GP2

PV2

Marconi

DEH2io

DEL2lo

IDEP2.4o
.1DEP215

PM 1 A

PM x

Testing

B.T. H.

Carefully check over
the wiring with the

Cosmos

blueprint or theoretical
diagram, paying special
attention to the battery
connections.

I

we used a Cossor 2 roRC

Mullard

I

Suitable
alternatives are given in
the valve table.
valve -holder.

68 2 co -f

6E+

NT,-

HT +; 1 7:-

LT-

L

Results

The Wiring Diagram of the " Hartley Three"
(Blueprint available, price

I

B23

! PM2
1 PM256

Osram

DEH2io

DEC2ro

Stentor Two in the last

3 3 3ttl7A1.7717nt
33355

I

In our reception tests
detector valve, a Cossor
2 roRC for the - second
valve, and a Cossor

EA,v7il'e /2:r2.

2nd L.F.

Six -Sixty I SS2foRC SS2toHE

i DEP24o
IDEP2x5
SS215P

N.B.-Corresponding 4 -volt and 6 -volt

valves of the type specified. above
can of course be substituted for the

-

2 -volt valves mentioned.

With a No. 75 centre tapped Lewcos coil very WIRELESS TRADER YEAR BOOK
dimensions of the holes to take the two satisfactory results were obtained. The
COPIES of the " Wireless Trader Year
variable condensers, filament switch, and local station (2L0), at five miles, was
Book and Diary for 1928" have been

A, E, L.S.±, L.S. - terminals are given by brought in at great strength and purity,
the drilling diagram. The dial indicators, while 5GB was received at slightly diminbe it noted, are correctly placed for the ished volume without, interference from
particular dials used, and if any other con- 2L0. Many other D.X. stations were tuned
denser dial is incorporated the indicators in including Madrid, Langenberg, Toulouse,
may have to be fitted in different positions. Poland, PTT, Dortmund, Stuttgart, and
Three wood screws secure the panel to Dublin, some Clear of interference and some
the baseboard, and if extra support is suffering from local -station " blanketing "
required, there are suitable panel brackets and heterodyning.
available.

While drilling operations are going on it Operation
is as well to drill the terminal strip to take
The simplicity of operation of this
-the eight battery terminal's in the order receiver is one of its best characteristics.
shown in the reduced reproduction of the It is only necessary, after connecting up
blueprint.
batteries, aerial, earth, etc., to pull-out the
The baseboard components are disposed filament switch and rotate the left-hand
in the manner indicated in the blueprint. dial for wavelength change and slowly to
Looking at the back of panel, as in the vary the right-hand dial to alter the
blueprint, the centre -tap coil mount is on amount of reaction applied.

received from the Trader Publishing Co.,
Ltd.
This hook has amply proved its worth in
the hands of wireless traders all over the
country in previous years. As usual, there
is a large section devoted to a well -spaced
day-to-day diary for the whole year, .1928.
There are four main sections to the Trader
Year Book : (r) is devoted to general information, such as calendars, summary of
Workshops Act, etc., (2) deals with broad-

casting and trade matters, including a

valuable summary of special interest to Our

readers concerning the true position in
which they stand with regard to the Marconi Patent Licence ; (3) technical data
which covers a wide field, and (4) the
directory of trade and professional addresses

associated with wireless.
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every LISSEN Battery
which stubbornly resists volt drop, which resists the
strain of the longest programme - a fighting spirit
-

which never tires, which sustains the energy of the battery

throughout the longest period of use, maintaining the electronic

emission of the valves always at a high value; And this

energy is the result o the free oxygen liberation of each cell, which is
copious beyond description because of the new chemical combination
and process of making which is known only to LISSEN.
Whenever there is a fine piece of music broadcast, hear it with a LISSEN

Battery in your set, and you will appreciate a new power smoothness and a
new tone clarity in your loud -speaker which was never there before.

10,000 dealers are now selling the LISSEN Secret Process Battery at a

price which has been made low to bring it within the reach of all.

Next time you want a good battery take no other than a LISSEN, and
your insistence will be rewarded by the vastly improved reproduction
of your next radio programme.

60 volts (reads 66) 7/ 1 1
100 volts (reads 108)
9 volts (grid bias)

-

12 11

-

1/6

SECRET PROCESS

iminnE oznr\

LISSEN LIMITED, 16-20 FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, Surrey
L 716
Managing Director: THOMAS N. COLE
Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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ODDS &ENDS

Mounting H.T.B. Condensers

making an unstable connection. The
WHEN 2-microfarad reservoir con- trouble can be rectified if a terminal is
densers are used in conjunction with fixed in the lid and a wire passing through
dry H.T. batteries their size and shape it 'is secured firmly to each side of the lid.
often present a mounting difficulty. Many
amateurs arrange them as a separate unit,
but the problem can usually be solved in
the following way.
With most types of cabinet fitted with

TELETHOIYE

aerial coil,
WANIER

solder on the busbar link which connects

A Battery Case Remedy

sketch. Then solder flexible leads to the The wire should be preferably of steel.

other three contacts and to any convenient
Great tension can then be exerted on the
part of the busbar, and screw the board to lid by means of the terminal nut. F. J.
the inside back wall. of the cabinet, near
the tor), directly above the H.T. terminals. A Safety -first Hint

It is then only necessary to shorten the
leads (if necessary) and solder. them to

in this case the accumulator is in series
with the H.T.B., and the valve filaments

lator; so that, after passing through the

do this, place the condensers close together,

piece of board in the manner shown in the

negative. Now, if the H.T. negative should
be connected to L.T., positive, that which
occurs is of a far more serious nature, for
are, of course, in parallel with the accumu-

TE/111111AL

lids it is a very simple matter to mount
them inside the receiver, out of sight. To

one side of each, and screw them to a

_am

THE small neutralising or balancing
condenser used in circuits embodying
the neutrodyne method of H.F. coupling is

regarded by many amateurs as an unimportant component which can be quickly

the H.T. current must run

through the valve filaments and accumulator before *arriving at the H.T. negative,
and the result is (1) burnt -out valves,
(2) short circuit across accumulator, and
(3) short circuit across H.T.B.
Disasters (i) and (2) can be avoided by
connecting the H.T. negative to the L.T.
negative, as shown; but (3) is unavoidable,
and it is always advisable to insert a fixed
condenser

x, having a value of about

microfarad, in series with the "neut."
J. O.

Cover for Lead-in Tube
THE exposure to the weather of the
junction between aerial lead and

made from any odd pieces of scrap material.

This is a great mistake, for the "neut" is
a most important component, and unless
properly made one runs the risk of damaging the H.T. battery, and often the
accumulator and valves.
The sketch herewith shows a simple cir-

cuit embodying a neutrodyned stage of
H.F. amplification with detector valve,
their respective terminal shanks, or to and it will be seen that if the neutrodyne
Mounting H.T.B. Condensers

busbar leads common to the shanks.
O. J. R.

condenser N.C. is defective, and the moving

Cover for Lead-in Connections

Insulating Battery Terminals

lead-in tube is a frequent source of inefficiency. The following simple and cheap
device will be found to give adequate protection in the majority of cases.
Two holes of the diameter of the lead-

is alWays advisable to have insulated

ITterminals on the terminal strip of a

If these are not available
ordinary terminals may easily be insulated
by simply giving them an external coating
of cobbler's wax or Cliatterton's compound.
receiver.

in rod are bored in a small strong card-

board box of cubical shape, side approximately 21/2 in. The whole box and lid are
then impregnated with good shellac varnish, till they dry quite stiff and waterproof.

This is done by melting the wax and

dipping the terminals in it, taking care
not to immerse the shank by which the
terminal may be held for this purpose.
I he head of the terminal also should be

The box is passed, between two rubber
washers, over the two B.A. studding pro-

A Safety -first Hint
screwed tightly on to the base before dipping them, to keep the contact faces quite_ plate should happen to make contact With
clean of wax.
S. B.
the fixed plate, the H.T. battery is
" shorted," i.e., more or less ruined. This

For Battery Cases
often happens that the lids of H.T.
ITbattery boxes become damp, swell and
bulge upwards, making the clips miss

contact with the cells altogether or, at least,

jecting from the ebonite sheath of the
" tube," and fixed with one corner upper-

most by means of the original nut. The
lead-in passes through the hole in the
will be perfectly clear by following the lower side of the box. This prevents rain
H.T. positive lead through the top half Of running down the lead on to the connecA. B.
the 'anode coil, -down the dotted line tion.
(representing short circuit) and through
the aerial coil, and then along to H.T. `A.W.' Solves Your Wireless Problems.
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The H.T. Supply that
does

not fail

When you use an Igranic H.T. Supply Unit, Battery

troubles are done away with, and you obtain a
constant, dependable high-tension supply without

any of the worry and expense of replacing dry
batteries or charging accumulators, and without

I

those long spells of noisy, distorted reception before

Igranic H.T. Supply Units and
Automatic L.T. Battery Chargers

you finally are compelled to buy new batteries.

Model V208.-Maximum output, zoo volts ;
3o milliamps.
Ten alternative output

Igranic H.T. Supply Units

voltages.

Price £9 xos.
Full Wave Rectifying Valve .. Price Li

a

6

..
o tz 6
Model Vt27.-Maximum output, 120 volts;
Marconi Royalty

are obtainable to work off A.C. mains of any

voltage or periodicity and give an ample supply of
absolutely silent current at voltages to suit any set.

20 milliamps.

Seven alternative voltages..

Price £7 103.
Full Wave Rectifying Valve .. Price Li

..

2

6

12 6
Model V7o.-Output, 70 volts ; 5 milliamps.

Marconi Royalty

List No. D77, containing full particulars, rill glad(y be sent on request.

o

No tappings.

Price £4 18s.

Igranic components are always stocked by reputable dealers,

Half Wave Rectifying Valve .. Price Lo t 5 0
..
o 12 6
Marconi Royalty
Model V208A.-Incorporates H.T. Supply
Unit, Model VzoS, together with an automatic L.T. Battery Charger for 2-, 4-, or

All reports received by us of difficulty in obtaining them
receive immediate attention.

6 -volt accumulators.

149, Queen
Victoria Street,

i'COMPAt

London, E.C.4
Works :
Bedford

Price £13 153.

BIRMINGHAM
BRISTOL
CARDIFF
GLASGOW
LEEDS
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE

... Price Li 2 6
o 12 6

II.T. Rectifying Valve
L.T. Rectifying Valve
Marconi Royalty

o tz

6

Model Vx z7A.-Incorporatcs H.T. Supply

Unit, Model V127, together with an automatic L.T. Battery Charger, for z-, 4-, or
6 -volt accumulators.

Price £II xos.
H.T. Rectifying Valve
L.T. Rectifying Valve
..
Marconi Royalty

CHECK THOSE DISTANT

... Price £1

2

6

0 12

6
6

o ia

LOW LOSS TWO

RANGE COUPLER

STATIONS of

250 to 550 and 1500 to 2000 m?.tres

You can identify foreign stations if you have a good
wavemeter, while searching becames easy as A B C.
BUILD THE

Low I.oss Principles with

Razor-sharp Wavemeter

most efficient form of coil
winding. It is so arranged

This Tuner is constructed on

Solenoid and Bankwound
Coils, acknowledged to be the

DESIGNED BY

that a two -contact Push -Pull
Switch shorts the high wave

J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

coil, leaving only the low

Write for Envelope No. 14 giving full details, including
blueprints, photographs, and calibration charts.

Price 118
Post I I se.

(I'!:one :

Hassall Radio Laboratories
503 Stafford House,
Central 2021) Norfolk Street, W.C.2

wave coil in circuit.

Crt %An Wcrks, Cricklewcod Lane, N.W.2

Full Catalogue free
cot

l'hoAe: 1787 I-1 ampstcad

Inal4ur
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the views expressed by correspondents;

Mystery Stations
SIR,-Re"Thermidn's" note in AMATEUR
WIRELESS, No. 288, on the " mystery

stations" he hears on about 3,000 metres,
ICW are radio fog beacons. There are
several of these stations in operation now.
Signals are sent out automatically for one

minute, usually followed by a pause of
3o seconds or a minute. Two of these
radio fog beacon stations, which transmit

letters G and long dashes, are at Round
Island, Scilly Isles, and Cap Gris Nez
Lighthouse, respectively.
The radio beacons are often heard when
the weather is not foggy, as ships call them
up for D.F. bearings. -B. D. (Stock, Essex).

Excellent Results
SIR, -I have constructed the "Ether searcher Three" described in the.
November 19 issue: It is an excellent circuit, and the designer's claims for its
capabilities are fully justified. I can

thoroughly recommend it both as a local
and a long-distance receiver. To anyone
having difficulty with the insulating clip
on the .0663 condenser, the Lissen Combinator will solve it, -C. L. (Bradford).

The " Hartley DX One -valuer
SIR, -I am writing you to let you know
what a wonderful success you have,
scored in bringing out the " Hartley D.X.
One-valver." It is a remarkable receiver,

both in quality of reception and in its
reaching -out powers.

I constructed the receiver about two
months ago, and since then I have been
thoroughly testing its capabilities, which
have proved wonderful. The stations
received are as follows :-

ROADCAS TEL PHONY

(Broadcasting stations classified b y country and in order of wavelengths).
Power
Kilo - Station and
KiloStation and Powet
Kw.
Metres cycles Call Sign
Kw.
Metres cycles Call Sign
Power
2,0
252.1 7,190 Montpellier
14w.
Metres cycles Call Sign
HUNGARY
260
7,150 Toulouse -Py24
Chelmsford
3.0
555.6 540 Budapesth
renees (PTT) 0.5
(5SW) 2o.o
ITALY
268
Strasbourg
252.1 1,190 *Bradford (2LS) 0.2
4.o
Milan
(Milano)
946
317
(8G.F) 0.3
272.7 1,roo *Sheffield (6I'L) 0.2
333.3 900 Naples (Napoli) 1.5
273
275.2 1,090 *Nottingham
1,095 Limoges (PTT) 0.5
666 Rome (Roma)
3.0
450
278
1,079 Grenoble (Poste
(5NG) 0'2
545 FREEMila n(VsiTgeuTtinEo) 7.0
des Alpes,RTT) 0.5
277.8 1,080 *Leeds (2LS)
0.2
549 IRISH
7,075 Bordeaux (PTT) 1.0
279
288.5 1,040 *Edinburgh
940 Dublin ( 2 RN)
1.5
287
1,050 Lille (Poste du
(2EH) 0.2
1.5
Nord, PTT) o.7
'750 Cork (5CK)
291.1 1,020 *Stoke-on-Trent
400
290.3 .2;o30 Radio Lyon
1.5
(5ST) 0.2
NORWAY
0.5
294.1 1,020 *Swansea (5SX) 0.2
29411 7,020 Rennes
Bergen (testing)
3o 9,994
297 7,010 Radio Agen
-0.5
294.1 1,020 *Dundee (2DE) 0.2
1.0
370.4 80290 BergenNotodd
0.2
294.1 1,020 *Hull (6KH)
0.7
302
993 Radio Vitus
423
(Paris) 1.0
297 1,01c, ,,Liverpool (6LV) 0.2
434.8 699 Fredriksstad
306.1
9So Belfast (213E). 1.5
30) - 970 Marseilles (PTT) 0,5
67o
Rjukan
448
312.5
96o
Newcastle (5NO) 1.5
340.9 88o Le Petit Parisien,
1.5
461.5 65o Oslo
Paris 0.5
326.1
920 Bournemouth
POLAND
37o
8/r Radio LL, Paris o.5
(6BM) 1.5
344.8 87o Posen (Poznan) s.25
1.5
85o Cardiff (5WA)
353
391
767 Toulouse
711 Cat1OWl1Z
422
(Radio) 5.0
361.4
830
London (2L0)
3.0
1.5
530 CraCOW
566
Mont
de
Marsan
0.3
384.6 780 Manchester
400
739
270 Warsaw
1,011
458
655 Paris (Ecole
(2ZY) 1.0
(Varschava)
10.0
Sup.,
PTT)
3.o
750 *Plymouth (5PV) 0.5
400
RUMANIA.
624 Lyons (FIT)
r.o
740 Glasgow (55C). 1.2.
480
405.4
5.o
787.4 Bucharest
1,6o0
1,750
171
Radio Paris
6/o Daventry EX
491.8
(CFR) 3,0
(5(113) 2.1.0
2,650,
Eiffel
Tower
5ao
Goo
113
Aberdeen (2BD) 5.5
223.9 7,349 Leningrad
4.0
(FL) 8.o
1,604
187 4.*Daventry
Moscow(Popoff) 10.0
675
10.0
(5XX) 25.o
1,000
Leningrad
GERMANY
Relay stations. **Relays 2LO.
1,45o
209 Moscow
56.7 5,"2,;/ Nauen
2.0
(Moskva) 40.0
AU STRIA
236.2 1,270 Stettin
75
176 Kharkov
1,70o
4.0
272.7 1,105 Klagenfurt
0.5
Muenster
242.9 1,240
1.5
294.1 1,020 Innsbruck
o.5
SPAIN
25o
7,200 Gleiwitz
'0.7
0.1
0.5
847 Graz
310
967
Oviedo
(EAJ,9)
Kiel
357.2
1,190
0.7
254.2
Vienna
517.2 .580
gzo Almeria (RAJ'S) 1.0
325
272.7 7,100 Danzig
75
(Rosenhuegel) 5.o
893
San
Sebastian
335
7,10)
Bremen,
272.7
' .75
577
520
Vienna (Wien)
.75
(EAJ8)
0.7
272.7 7,100 -Cassel
335
so Cartagena
0.7
BELGIUM
.275.2 7,090 Dresden
(EA jx6)
0.5
283 - 7,050 . Colo ,,ne
503.5
55o Brussels (Radio 4.0
',bra Hanover
0.7
Belgique) 1.5
343 2 874 Barcelona
297
11
303
Nurnberg
4.0
990
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
804 Madrid (EAJ7)
3
322.6
930 Breslau
373
4.0
263.2 1,140 Bratislava
0.5
329.7
gro Koenigsberg
750 Madrida naTaAdi
400
348.9 86o Prague (Praha) 5.o
365.8 820 Leipzig.
4.o
68o
Brutal (Brno) 2 5
411.2
379.7
790 Stuttgart
750 Bilbao (EAJ9) 500w.
400
4.0
DENMARK
Hamburg
760
750 Cadiz (EAJ3) 550 W.
400
394.7
4.0
337
Sgo Copenhagen
Aachen
741 Salamanca
75o
405
400
0.75
(EAJ22) 55o W.
(Kjobenhavn) 2.0
700
Frankfurt
-Main
4.0
428.6
1,153.5
260 Kalundborg
2.0
7.o
638 I.angenberg ... 23.o
434.8 690 Seville (EAJ5)
470
Berlin
Barcelona
4.0
62o
649
402
ESTHONIA
483.9
56o Munich
4.0
535
735 Reval (Tallinn) 2.2
408
566
530 Augsburg
2.5
SWEDEN
FINLAND
5o 5,996 Karlsborg (testing)
573 6 523 Freiburg
.75
375
Soo Helsingf ors
Koenigswuster580
Stockholm
1,250
240
454.5
(Helsinki) 1.2
ha usen 8.o
(SASA) r.5
Labtis (under
1,428
Zeesen
(testing)
40.0
1,250
240
227
1,320
Motala
40
construction) 5.o
2,800
/06 Norddeich
SWITZERLAND
FRANCE
(KAY) 5.o
730Berne
37
8,ro8 Vitus (Paris)
2.0
18";
......
0.56
nO LAND
1.0
40 7,500 Radio Lyon
68o
44r Lausanne
0.6
61
.1,918
Radio LL (Paris) 2.0
283 1-1 ilversum
,,oto
7,43
395
Geneva
0.5
058
1,099 Beziers
(ANRO) 5.o
o.6
1,100
274 Basle
0.23
200
1,590 Biarritz
z6 Fluizen (1,95o m.
',Aso
(Cote-d'Argentl .25
after 1.40 p.m.) 5.o
TURKEY
238.1 1,26o Bordeaux (Radio
1,950
754 Scheveningen 1, z 8o
254 Stamboul
Sud-Ouest) 1.5
haven 2,5
2,55o
117 Angora (testing)... 77

GREAT BRITAIN
Kilo-

-

Station and

510 Zurich1

" All -wave Roberts Four "

SIR, -Having built the "All -wave
British Stations : Leeds -Bradford, NewRoberts Four," which you published
castle, Manchester, 5XX, 5GB, Glasgow.
some time ago, I am very pleased with the
Foreign Stations : Dublin, Cork, Frank- results obtained. I have also made the

Teak wood panel; teak wood baseboard
and cabinet; terminal panel, ebonite
(Becol); .0005-microfarad variable condenser (Ormond) ; .000i-microfarad variable
condenser (Ormond) ; single coil -holder

furt, Langenberg, Berlin, Madrid, Barce- short-wave' unit, with which I have got (make unknown); L.F. choke (Success);
lona, Hilversum, Ecole Superieur, Toulouse, several U.S.A. stations. I got one particu- six 400 -ohm potentiometers (Magnas and
Radio -Paris.
larly well at 11.30 p.m. on November 28. H. & H.) ; one 50 -ohm rheostat (Igranic);
I have also tuned -in severalother stations It announced itself as General Electric Co., three valve -holders (Benjamin); one .0003
which I have been unable to identify.
SWGY, Schenectady, and then broad- fixed condenser; one i-megohm fixed conAll the above stations come in at good cast tunes by Jack Simpson's Orchestra. denser (Mansbridge) ; one 250,00o -ohm
phone strength with about 7o volts H.T.
I had it at full volume, but experienced resistance (R.I.); one No. 4o coil (Igranic);
one Stirling loud -speaker (Dinkie).
-P. L. (Harrogate).
some fading.
-D. R. (Londonderry).
Combinations of tried valves were as

The " Ether -searcher Three "

SIR, -I have just completed the " Ether searcher Three," and would like you
to know how highly pleased I am with it.
This is the first set I have ever built, and
it is working splendidly. So far, I have
received Glasgow, London, and France;
but I am still experimenting. I have
never found its equal.
-D. S. (Motherwell).
(Continued in next column.)

" Simpler Wireless " in India
CIR,-I have followed your articles on

" Simpler Wireless " with great pleasure,

because if one is ableto cut out the battery

problem for even local reception, it is a

follows :

DEH21o, DEH2io, DEP235 (no good).
DEH2io, DEH2io, S.T. power (fair).
DE1123 o, ST41 A, R.C., S.T. power.

(This last combination gave too much
very great advantage.
I have built up the " Simpler Wireless" volume for the loud -speaker).
DEH2io, DE P2 I 5, S.T. power (good).
Special Three and am quite pleased with
the result. But as several parts were not
The hum is rather- bad, but- is not too
available in Calcutta, I give below a list of noticeable when the local station is tuned in,
those that I actually used :
-E. T. R. (Calcutta).
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EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

Use the

lb

The outstanding
quality of reproduc-

tion and the attractive appearance of
the " Beco " Cone
Loud -speaker command the admiration

0$111111
ValVea

of all who see and
hear one in operation.
11

ell

eto

with the New Filament

The " Beco " Popular Model has gained great popularity
because it imparts to all broadcast reception the clarity and

purity of tone essential to the full enjoyment of radio
entertainment.

It is a " Cone " type speaker which handles without distortion the volume obtained from even multi -valve receivers,
while at the same time it is fully sensitive to the weakest
signals.

Another important reason for its popularity is the fact that
it is a low-priced instrument which gives results equal to
and, in many instances, better than those costing twice as
much.

To -day's popular
method of
Amplification

YOUR LOCAL DEALER WILL DEMONSTRATE
A

" BECO "

POPULAR MODEL TO

YOU

Specification: The " Beco " Popular Loud -speaker is enclosed in a

handsome well -finished mahogany cabinet, has a sensitive diaphragm
control, and terminals for connections to receiver; is it in. high,

8 in. wide, and 4 in. deep ;

is

fitted with

rubber feet to prevent scratching of any highly polished surface, and to complete its excellent
appearance a tasteful shade of green sill: is
place behind the grille.
PRICE

47/6

British Electrical Sales

Orgfis9
623, Australia House, Strand, London, W.C.2

The D.E,11. Group specially

designed for this work

AMPLIFICATION
VOLTS
FACTOR
IMPEDANCE

-TYPE

Osram D.E.H. 210
Osram D.E.H. 410
Osram D.E.H. 610

2 volts
4 volts
6 volts

55

43

75,0001
70,000',

10/6

40

65,090)

each

MADE IN ENGLAND

.Advt. of British Electrical Manfg. Co., Hendon, N.TV.9.
Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

.C.z
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TESTS OF APPARATUS

Conducted by our Technical Editor, J. H. REY NER, B.Sc.(Hons.),

Powquip L.F. Choke

four terminals, suitably lettered. Since it is

customary to shroud transformers in

a

brass spindle, electrically connected to the

aerial terminal, runs through the centre
section of the wireless community, 'Metal case in order to prevent L.F. pick-up of a hole drilled in the window frame. This
since it is possible, with this form of coup- from one stage to another, it should be spindle is constrained, by means of a spring,
ling, to obtain excellent reproduction and advantageous to extend thiS process to to make contact with a metal strip attached
to the earth terminal, and by rotating an
good amplification per stage. The Powquip other forms of L.F. coupling.
Tested in our laboratories, the grid con - ebonite knob on the inside of the window,
L.F. choke, which we recently tested, is
the spindle is drawn away until it ceases
designed to operate in low -frequency amplito make contact with the earth strip, while
fying circuits, and is suitable for use in
rotating the knob in the opposite direction
conjunction with moderate and low -impedCHOKE coupling is popular with a wide

earths the aerial again outside the house.

ance valves.
The choke consists of a high -inductance

The spindle itself running through the
window frame serves to lead the aerial
into the room and a second terminal is

winding surrounded by a reasonably efficient iron core, consisting of the normal
iron laminations. The ends of the windings
are taken to two terminals mounted on an
insulated strip held between the two metal
supports which also form a stand for the
component.
Tested on

the

provided for the lead to the set.

Camden Mark
Condenser

IV Super -tension

HIGH-CAPACITY condensers, capable

standard laboratory

Marconi

inductance bridge, this choke proved to
have an inductance of 25 henries and a

R.C. Unit

of standing up to continuous high -

voltage work, are in considerable demand
at the present time. Large numbers of wire

D.C. resistance of 75o ohms : it is therefore denserproved to have a capacityof approxisuitable for general use in low -frequency mately .0029 microfarad, while the anode
circuits, and should maintain a constant resistance and grid leak had resistances of
250,000 ohms and 2.3megohms respectively.

These values are chosen with the object of
obtaining even amplification Over as wide
a range of frequencies as possible, and this
the unit accomplishes.
Both the finish and design of this com-

ponent arc good, whilst its performance
was entirely satisfactory.

A Safety Switch
Powquip L. F. Choke

IN order to .avoid any risk of damage to a
wireless receiver from lightning, it is
necessary to be able to earth the aerial when

the set is not in use. To be of any real
service, however, the aerial should be

Camden Super -tension Condenser

amplification over a wide range of audible
frequencies.
The choke is manufactured by the Power
Equipment Co., Ltd., of Kingsbury Works,
The Hyde, Hendon, N.W.9. We can recommend it to readers.

earthed outside the house, and since few less enthusiasts are building their own
people wish to venture outside every time mains units, which require efficient devices
the aerial has to be earthed, some means of for smoothing out variations in the supply.
effecting this change -over from within is Condensers are of the utmost importance in

Marconi R.C. Unit

The Universal Bracket Co., of Feltham withstand voltages considerably in excess
Avenue, East Molesey, have designed a of those actually obtained from the supply.

RE S I S TA N C E -CAPACITY coupling

desirable.

such circuits, and they must be able to
The r-microfarad super -tension condenser
submitted for test by the Camden Electrical
Co., Stanley Chambers, RUncorn, is

units are sometimes designed so that
they are suitable for use only with high impedance valves. Such a valve is often
incapable of handling large grid voltage

specially designed for high-tension work,
and special care is taken to prevent
the possibility of breakdown due to faulty
internal insulation. On test we found that
the condenser had a capacity of 1.2 micro -

swings, and in consequence it is undesirable
to utilise these units in the last stages of an
L.F. amplifier.

The L.F. R.C.C. unit, manufactured by
the Marconiphone Co., Ltd., of 210-212
Tottenham Court Road, W.', is designed
to operate effectively with valves having a
more extensive range of impedances. The
resistances and condenser are mounted in a
neat and small rectangular metal case, with

farad, which is slightly in excess of the
rated value, and is all fo the good.
The instrument withstood 500 volts A.C.
combined aerial lead-in and earthing switch for a considerable period without breakadapted for fitting to a window frame. On down.
The condenser is attractively
the outside, two terminals are mounted on finished and can be recommended for
a substantial porcelain base. A threaded general use.
A Safety Switch
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Prize
Winning
LOW LOSS
FORMER

('

/

',.., 7

...>

,.....)

...

..-_,

Be sure to specify Becol original Low

ed

10 re

Loss Former used in sets that have taken

1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th prizes and gold
medal. Packed in carton 3", 4", 6"
lengths up to 36" lengths.

!pc If&

FLUXITE,

THE LATEST

Apply for particulars of 4 and
6 new design contact formers
with bases.

New Standard sizes
in 3 finishes, guaranteed panels made
by the Ebonite
Experts.

if c ((a

UNITES

Registered Trade Mark.

IA Y. \I/JUN.1ND PM

IT SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING

.14AX AAAAA

Abil 411RADIO MErn

f(0

FLUXITE SOLDERING 7/6
SET - - Complete
Hardware

All

PANELS

and

Ironmongery

S!rore;

sell FLUXITE in tins, price 8d., 1/4 and
Another use for Fluxite-Hardening

2/8:

'Th.-EBONITE--

Tools and Case Hardening.
leaflets on improved methods

Ask

for

;

-XPE

FLUXITE LTD.

111

(D pt 332) Rotherhithe,S.E.16

THE BRITISH EBONITE COMPANY, LTD.
HANWELL, LONDON, W.7.
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100
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CURVES

MADE

BY

ON
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INDEPERDEPIT

250

HOURS.,

OBSERVER

THE CURVE SHOWS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A "PERTRIX"
PATENT LONG LIFE DRY BATTERY AND A GOOD QUALITY
SAL -AMMONIAC BATTERY. BOTH BATTERIES WERE OF THE
SAME DIMENSIONS, AND BOTH WERE DISCHARGED WITH A
CURRENT OF 5.6 MILLIAMPERES UNDER AVERAGE BROAD-

CASTING CONDITIONS, LE. 5 TO 6 HOURS EVERY NIGHT
WITH OCCASIONAL LONGER PERIODS OF DISCHARGE. THE
VOLTAGE DROP ON EACH BATTERY, AFTER ONE AMPERE
HOUR HAD BEEN TAKEN OUT, WAS FOUND TO BE.

P

SAL -AMMONIAC, 77.7", VOLTAGE DROP.
"PERTRIX," ONLY 32 VOLTAGE DROP!

P

DOES NOT THIS PROVE THAT OUR CLAIM THAT THE

P
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LONG LIFE DRY BATTERY IS "THE BATTERY WITHOUT
A RIVAL" IS JUSTIFIABLE?

A.F.A. ACCUMULATORS LTD. (Pertrix Dept.)
P
120 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.1

Ask you.r.
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PULES.-Please Wfite distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name
and address.

Failing Volume.

Q.-My four -valve set, which has given sue

every satisfaction for the last six months, is now
giving very poor results. Previously quite good
volume was obtained on many stations, but now

I can only receive the local station and the set
cannot be made to squeal like it did when it
worked quite well. Can you suggest where I
might look for the trouble? -17. R. (Surrey).
A.-We are of the opinion that your trouble

is due to your H.T. battery having become

exhausted, and we feel sure that by replacing
this component you will again get the good
results which you previously experienced.
Before going to this expense make sure that
your aerial is not earthing and that you have
no poor or broken connections in your aerial -

earth system.-C. R.
R.C. Coupling.

Q.-What relationship should exist between
the value of the anode resistance in the plate

See announcement below

components in the coupling unit.

A ready
means of determining a value of anode resistance which will usually give quite satisfactory
results is to multiply the internal resistance of

Suitable Valves.

Q.-My set is a three-valver, detector and two

L.F. amplifiers, and I find that by using a

power valve for each stage of L.F. I gst far better

reproduction than by using an ordinary L.F.

D

When Asking
Technical QueriesPLEASE write briefly
and to the point
A Fee of One Shilling (postal order or
postage stamps) must accompany each
question and also a stamped, addressed
envelope and the coupon which will be
found on the,last page.
Rough sketches and circuit diagrams can

be provided, but it will be necessary to

charge a special fee (which will be
quoted upon request) for detail layouts

. circuit of an R.C. valve and the internal impedand designs.
ance of the valve? I have seen this stated before
but cannot call to mind the exact figures given. El
R. D. (Glam.).
the valve by three and take the result as being
A.-No hard and fast rule can be followed as a representative value for the anode resistance
far as this matter is concerned, as so much in ohms. This figure will, of course, be the

depends upon the values for the remaining D.C. resistance of the anode resistance.-C. R.

valve and a power valve in the first and second
L.F. stages respectively. In view of the fact
that the internal impedance of the power valve
does not " match " the impedance of the primary
winding of the second stage L.F._ trans former, I
should have thought that the power valve would
have created distortion, instead of reducing it as
it does at present. Can you suggest why this
should be? ---IL. J. (London).

A.-The choice of valves in a case of this

description is governed not only by the circuit
and components in use, but also by the position
of the receiving station. If, as in your case, the
set is operated near to a maid B.B.C. station,
then it is the lesser evil to use a power valve

for the first stage of L.F. to ensure that the

signal energy does not overload the grid of the

first L.F. valve.

Where strong signals are

being dealt with, it is always advisable to use,
a power valve for each L.F. stage, but if the
signal energy rectified by the detector is not
very powerful, then an ordinary L.F. valve for
the first stage of amplification will give greater
amplification and better reproduction.-A. C.

For the Newcomer to Wireless :

quHeniguh Aa

Low-fre

mndplfficat*ion

T AM thinking of installing a three - and to pass them on to the rectifier
valve set, and I am told that a good unchanged in shape, but greatly inarrangement consists of a high -fre- creased in magnitude. Just as the telequency valve, a rectifier, and a low -fre- scope enables the eye to see over great

reduces distance, so to speak, and therefore increases the range of the receiving
set. The note -magnifier does not

quency valve. Can you explain this high - distances, so the radio -frequency valve
frequency and low -frequency business ? enables the rectifier to receive at long
Let us sec what we can do. We found range.

enables us to hear perfectly sounds that

a little while ago that energy reaches
the aerial in the form of high -frequency
or radio -frequency impulses, and we saw

that the rate at which these oscillate
depends upon the wavelength of the

Can you use more than one of them?
Yes. Sets using tWo, three, or even
five high -frequency valves arc made;
but there are limits to the number that
can be usefully employed, since if we
magnify too much in this way we bring

transmitting station. One of the duties
of the rectifier, whether it is valve or up unwanted noises as well as the
crystal, is to convert these radio fre- desired signals.

quencies, which are far above the limitaAnd what of the low -frequency
tions of our hearing, into low -frequency valves? Are they the same; by the way,
or audio -frequency impulses which we as note -magnifiers ?
can hear. Now, the rectifier does not
Audio -frequency
valves,
low -frefunction well if the impulses reaching it quency valves, and note -magnifying

from the aerial are very tiny. In the valves are simply different names for
same way our eyes have difficulty in the same things. What they do is to
distinguishing details of objects at a receive the output of the rectifier, which
distance.
Yes, of course ; and that's why we
use telescopes andlield glasses at times?

would be audible, though possibly rather

markedly increase the range, but it

without it might be rather difficult to
catch.

Then which is it best to use in a

receiving set ?

It all depends upon what you want
the set to do. If you are quite close to
a main station and desire to hear only

that station's programmes, you can
work a loud -speaker by means of a
rectifier, followed by one or more note magnifying stages. If, on the other
hand, the range is considerable, it is as
well to have at least one high -frequency
valve, for the efficiency of the rectifier
increases enormously as the magnitude
of the impulses delivered to it becomes
greater. -Then, too, there is the question
of selectivity. Each high -frequency stage
acts as a filter, and if several of them are

faintly without them, and to magnify it used the tuning becomes exceedingly

until' it reaches a desirable degree of "shark. When, therefdre, you wish to
Exactly. And you may regard the loudness. If the radio -frequency valve get rid of a powerful interfering- signal

high -frequency valve as the telescope correspor d ;to the telescope, the counter- at short range, in order to hear others at
of wireless. W1 at it does is to receive part of the low -frequency valve is the greater ra tge, high -frequency amplificaradio -frequency impulses from the aerial microscope. The high -frequency valve tion is advisable.
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BLUEPRINTS

£35 Cash
Competition
Open to Every Reader
Which is Your Favourite Circuit ?

PRIZES
Fourth Prize - £3

First Prize - £20
Second

-

Third

- £2
- £1

Fifth
Sixth

£5
£4

A 2-valver.-Detector with reaction, followed by

To the right is a list of twelve

^ one transformer -coupled L.F. valve.

popular sets or circuits. We invite
you to tell us which among them
are your favourites. To encourage
you to take the little trouble

B2-valver.-One reflexed valve,

crystal

de-

tector, and one L.F. valve.
3-valver.-Detector, using anode -bend rectifilo cation, followed by two stages of resistance capacity -coupled L.F.

necessary we are offering some

D3-valver.-High-frequency salve, neutralised ;

plug-in coils, by a detector valve and trans-

splendid money prizes.

former -coupled L.P. valve.

All you have to do is to select
what you consider to be the six

E 3-valver.-Detector valve with reaction,

fol-

lowed by two transformer -coupled valves with
switch to cut out last L.F. valve.
F3-valver.-Detector with Reinartz reaction,
followed by one resistance -coupled L.F. stag.;
and one transformer -coupled L.F. stage.

best sets or circuits and insert

them in the special coupon given

on this page in what you think

n4-valver.-High-frequency valve neutralised,

detector followed by twu
transformer -coupled L.F. valves.
H 4-valver.-High-frequency valve, neutralised,
Pia plug - in

to be their order of merit or popularity. With.our readers' votes in

hand, we shall be able to deter-

coils,

detector with reaction, followed by one resist. ance-coupled stage and one transformer stage

mine which set has the honour of

of L.F.

first place and in what order of
popularity the rest should cone;
then, in due course, we shall be

I 4-valver.-Two high -frequency valves, nentralised, detector
coupled L.1,

able to give readers the advantage
of our information.

followed

by

transformer -

_11 4-valver.-Three high -frequency valves
aa detector.

and

K5-valver.-Two high -frequency valves,

neu-

tralised, detector followed by two stages of L.F.

Readers whose lists agree, or

L5-valver.-Two high -frequency valves and
detector, neutralised and screened with single

nearly agree, with the
majority result will win the prizes.
most

control; followed by one resistance -coupled L.F.
and one transformer -coupled L.F.
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ONE -VALVE SETS
W.M. 4
One-valver for Frame Aerial ...
One -valve All -wave Reinartz...
All -in -all One-valver

One -control Two
Wide -world Short-wave 'Two
All -wave Two-valver
Loftin -White Two*

Fill in this coupon IN INK, using the capital
letters to identify the circuits. Then post

TO BE MOST CAREFULLY OBSERVED
Every competitor agrees to accept the Editor's

it to :-

"My Favourite Circuit,"

decision as final and as legally binding.

Amateur Wireless,
58-61 Fetter Lane,
London, E.C.4.

All entries to be written IN INK on the special
coupon printed on this page.
1st

Competitors may submit more than one coupon,
but will not be awarded more than one prize.

In the event of two or more competitors tying
for place, the Editor will decide as to the. next
step.

2nd
1

3rd
4th

We shall not be responsible for entries lost or

5th

mislaid.

The names and addresses of prize -winners will be
announced in AMATEUR WIRELESS -Carly in the
New Year.

SPECIAL NOTE.-The closing date for entries
is December 31, 1927.

.

6th

I agree to abide by the printed rules govern -

log this competition.

Address
31'12,27

1
1

1

zo

1
1
1

A.W. 28

1
1

A.W. 34
W.M. 3o
A.W. 42

1

W.M. 23

A.W. 3t

...

Girdle Two*
Centre -tap Two
Mains -fed Two
Three -option Two
The Rover Two .

British Broadcast-Two
General Purpose Two ...

1

...
...

Purity Three-valver

A Modern Tuned -anode Three
..,
Tetrode Three for Shielded Valves ...
Alternative -programme Three

44

A.W. 16
W.M. to
A.W. 20
A.W. 24
A.W. 29
A.W. 33
A.W. 35
A.W. 36
A.W. 38

A "Mains" Three-valver
W.M. 34
Screened -grid Three ...
W.M. 2t
"Simpler Wireless" All from -the A.W. 4t
Mains Receiver
...
"Simpler Wireless" SpecialThree-valver A.W. 44
"Home Station" Three
A.W. 45
...
The "Economy" Three
...
kW. 48

-

Five -guinea Three
Dominions Short-wave Three

W.111.29

W;M. 39

Short-wave Three
...
The Ether Searcher Three
Three Continent Three

A.W. 5o
A.W: 52
A.W. 54
Tuned -anode Three for the Mains (D.C.) W.M. 43
A.W. 56
The Standard Three
Straight-line Three ...
A.W. 6o
W.M. 51
Screened -grid Short -waver

THREE -FOUR -VALVE SETS
A Tuned -anode Three -tour ...
A.W. 40

-

-.

-

W.M. 45

FOUR -VALVE SETS
M.C. Four
...
A.W. 8
Household Four
A.W. t7
...
Revelation Four
W.M. 24
Auto -selector Four ...
" A.W." Gramo Radio...
All-purpose Four
..

...

Roberts Four and copy
of "A.W."

All -wave

Simplicity Four...

...

W.M. 35

A.W. 4o
A.W. 43
A.W. 47

A.W. 58
W.M. 49

FIVE -VALVE SETS
7927 Five
...
W.M. 6
W.M. 11
1'wo-volter's Five
Individual Five
A.W. z3
Exhibition Five
Phoenix Five

1928 Five

Nomad Six

...

SIX -VALVE SETS

W.M. 46
W.M. 31

'SEVEN -VALVE SETS
... W.M. 22

Simpladyne Seven (Super -het.)

AMPLIFIERS

Two -valve D.C. Stains Amplifier
... W.M. 16
...
W.M. 32
Gramophone Amplifier
Range Extender (ELF. Amplifying Unit) W.M. 38
True -tone Amplifier W.M. 47

Springtime Portable (Two-valver)
Countryside Four
Motorists' Portable Four-valver
M.C. Three Portable ...
Handy Three
Holiday Portable (three-valver)
Club Portable (three-valver)
CRYSTAL, SETS
Crystal Set for the R.C. Enthusiast ...
Hi -lo Crystal Set
Two -programme Crystal Set ...
Alternative -programme Crystal Set ...
Half -Hour Crystal Set
Centre -tap Crystal Set

1

WM

All -wave Two

Concord 'Three-four

1
1

...
A.W. so
The " Yule " Two
A.W. 6t
The 301- Two-valver , .
THREE -VALVE SETS
W.M. 7
Continental Three
...
Victory Three ...
A.W. q
W.M. q
Hi -mu R.C. Three*
M.C.3 Star
...
Wave -catcher Three
Excelsior Three
Split -primary Three
Lighthouse Three

1

W. E. 37
A.W. 5
A.W; 53

A.W. 55
A.W. 57

W.M. 12
W.M. x7
A.W.

A.W. 22

W.M. 27

0
0

0

3
-0

0
0
0
0

23
10

Empire Short-wave Two
Screened -trap Two
...
"Next -step" Receiver...

One -dial Two

0

2 3

A.W. 2c

1

0
0
0

0
3

0
0
0

10
1

0
0
0
0

1

0

1
1

0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0

1
1

23
10
1 0
10
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

I 0
1

0

1
1

0
0

10

10
1 0
10
10
1

0

1

0

1

1

6
6

1

6

10

10

6
6
6
1 6
1

1

1
1

6

0 4I
1 6
1

6

1

6

1
1

6

I 6

4 66

16
16
16
1
1
1

0
0

1

6

1

0

0

10
10
16
I 0

A.W. 32
A.W. 30

10
10

W,11I. t3

0 6

w.m. /8
A.W. 39
W.M. 28
W.M. eo

0 6
0 6
0 6
O 6
0 6

Loud -speaker Tone Control & Fitter Unit* W.M. x

23

MISCELLANEOUS

New Current Supply Idea
DX One -valve Unit ...
Volume Control Unit

W.M. 25

A.W. 7

Heterodyne Wavemeter

AMT. to
A.W. 26
A.W. 37

Made -to -measure Wave -trap

Name

1
1
1

6

A.W. xr
A.W. 15

PORTABLE SETS

We bind ourselves to present prizes to a minimum
total value of £35

No employee of Bernard Jones' Publications,
Limited (the proprietors of AMATEUR WIRELESS),
may compete.

A.W

s. d.

Reinartz Two

C.T. Four

COUPON

A.W. 13
A.W. 27

Hartley DX One-valver
W.M. 26
Alpha One*
A.W. 46
Reinartz Plug-in One-valver
TWO -VALVE SETS
W.M. 5
All Broadcast Two* ..
Two-valver, embodying IC.L 1 Valves A.W. 5

WAIN

RULES

Full-size Blueprint.. each one being.

photographic contact print, from the
draughtsman's original design,and proPrice,
duced on stout paper, are now available of the following ems.
Post free.
No

.

.

40

1

1.1

1

1

0

6
0
0

06

..
WM. 4t
I 0
"Simpler Wireless" Rectifying Unit A.W. 62
1 0
* With a copy of "Wireless Magazine" complete.

Battery Eliminator for A.C.111.ains

Ii

a Pc!al Orr'er to day AMATEUR WIRELESS N." Fetter 41.

BLUEPRINT

SERVICE
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RADIOGRAMS

manently; connected . to three theatres; one.
music -hall, the cathedral, many restaurants,
two football -grounds, and the local 'ports
stadium !-

A, new musical entertainment, entitled
No Song, No Supper, by Price Hoare, is
down for performance at the Belfast

studio on January, if, A peculiar stage
tradition attaches to this quaint little
eighteenth -century. opera --that while any
Rik
ether stage meal has always been the work
ONE of of the recent chief attractions at October was only 4,000, the smallest) off -the property man, in this case the leg of
the Alhambra, Leicester Square, was. . increase in any one month during 1927, veal which appears in the supper. must be
Joe Termini, of the Kit -Cat Orchestra. there was a remarkable advance iti-NoVem- the real thing. Will the B.B.C. observe it?
By arrangement with the Union .Inter-.
He is to appear before the 2L0 microphone ber, totalling 18,137.
rationale
de. Radiophonie at Geneva, a
with his steel guitar.and other instruments
On a .recent night in France a wireless
further series of international concerts is
on January l i .
tip be given by the main European broadOn January to, the Newcastle station
casting stations during 1928. February 12
will divert its listeners with another "lucky
DO YOU KNOW?

dip" programme.; portions of the entertainments broadcast by London, Manchester, and Glasgow are to be relayed.

Wish Wynne will be on the ether again
on January 20. She is one of the most
versatile of stage comediennes, having
toured the United States, South America;
and South Africa in vaudeville, drama
and musical comedy.
Norman Griffen, who appears in a

variety programme on the same -evening,
was a professional architect previous to his

stage career. He built houses in those
days; now he brings them down!

Art Fowler, who recently appeared at
the Pavilion, is a recognised champion of

has already been fixed for an evening

1. What is the distance between the grid
and anode socket centres in avalveholder ?

2. Also, what is the distance between the
centres of the filament sockets ?

3. Which station relays the chimes of a
famous German castle ?
4. :Which is

the highest broadcasting

station in the world ?

Puzzle your friends with these queries; the answers
will be given in next week's issue of "A:W."

Answers to Last Week's Queries: (r) L'Ecole
(2) No. 22 S.W.G. is equal to

Superieure, PTT.

No. r B and S gauge. (3) Birmingham wire gauge.
( I) Radio operators' term for the morse-code signature for a comma, consisting of three letter A's.

dedicated to Swedish compoSers and
authors. Provisionally, the series will: be

given once monthly, namely, for Belgium
(March I ), Italy (April 15), H011and
(May. 6), Denmark ( June 3), Switzerland
(September 9), Hungary (October 7),
Poland' (November i T), and Finland
(December 16):

In the variety programme arranged for

broadcast from the 2L0 studio on January 3 will be found the names of . Cicely

Debenham, the well-known West End
n:usical comedy artiste; . Rex Evans;
Coram, the ventriloquist; and Esther.
Coleman.

Both. T.ondon and provincial listeners
will
be pleased to hear that the organ
listener
picked
up,
a
Sydney.
transmission
the variety hour to be broadcast from
which had been relayed : by Schenectady recitals previously given by Mr. Reginald
2L0 on January to and 14.
It is reported from Paris that transmis- (N.Y.), again taken by Munich (Bavaria), Foort, when he was connected with the
sions from the Stamboul broadcasting and received by,him direct from Augsburg ! New Gallery Kinema, T.ondon, are to be
On January 12 Cardiff will embark on a resumed from. the Plaza Theatre on
station have been temporarily suspended
new venture in broadcasting, namely, a January 4. Tn future these recitals will
owing to financial difficulties.
A new one -act play, by Netta Syrett, series of " radiologues." This is a new form take place every Wednesday from 6 to
entitled The T.Wo Elizabeths will be per- of story -telling, in which the narrator holds 6.2o and from 6.45 to 7 p.m., until further
formed at the llanchester studio on a place analogous to the chorus . of the notice.
As many listeners spend the Christmas
January 2. It is divided into two short Greek drama, the other characters -in ,the
and New Year holidays in hotels or hydros,
scenes and an epilogue. The action takes tales supplying the actual dialogue.
Of all stations on the European con- the Glasgow station will pick up a concert
place in 165o and again in 1928, and demonstrates that, although times may change tinent, Zagreb (Jugo-Slavia), without on January 3 from Peebles, one of the most
the old rove -story remains the same doubt, is the one which mostly. indtlges in popular Scottish resorts. A special prooutside broadcasts. Apart from local studio gramme for the occasion has been arthroughout the centuries.
To the end of October 1927, the number concerts, it also relays entertainments from ranged; it includes Dale Smith (baritone),
of registered broadcast listeners in the some twenty different points in . the city. Soloway (violin), May Huxley (soprano),
principal European countries were as On occasions it has taken concerts from and Stockwin and Partner (entertainers).
follows : Great Britain, 2,347,878; Ger- Vienna and Prague, as well, as perform- The programme is to be relayed to all
many, 1,757,683; Austria, 283,673; Hun- ances from Ljubijana (Laibach) and Osijek, Scottish stations from the ballroom of the
gary, 74,557; Sweden,. 3.15,906; and and it is now concluding arrangements for Peebles Hydro between 7.45 and o p.m.:
Switzerland, 61,804. Although the number the relay of operas from Belgrade. In its later, it will include dance music by Ralph
of licences issued in Great Britain (luring immediate neighbourhood, Zagreb is per- Gethic and his band until midnight.

the ukulele. He has been " booked " for

" THE DORCHESTER BEAM'
STATION "

it is difficult .to amplify at high frequency
signals whose wavelengths are below too
metres. The usual procedure is to hetero(Continued from page 1006)
intercepting messages on their, way to dyne the incoming signal to produce a beat
Radio House; London, from Rio, Buenos frequency of high wavelength, amplify this
Aires, and New YOrk. BuenoS Aires trans- through several stages of. effective H.F.
mits on 15.75 metres, and New York on amplification, and finally rectify it. At
Somerton the incoming signals are " super 22 metres.
betted" to 2,000 metres, passed through a
push-pull amplifier of six stages, tuned to
The Super -het; Receiver
'

o,000 -metre

wave,

passed

through

a

io,000-metre push-pifil amplifier; with a
further six stages, and thence handed on to
a special full -wave rectifier. -

Low Power
Some readers may be surprised at the
low powers used in these beam stations.
Twenty,kilowatts is the usual power rating,
and strong, reliable signals are maintained

The receiving apparatus is extremely 2,000 metres, and the resultant, in an both ways with this comparatively small

interesting. As most readers must be aware, amplified form, is super -heterodyned to a

power:

trigilor Wirde
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`h'Remedies that were not Cures " speaker it is desirable to use an output valve when the local station is being retransformer? The correct turns ratio often
improves reception a hundred per cent."
there will not be a big voltage drop across
"That's news to me," said Bradlow. "I
it. But you can do far better than this."
certainly will write straight away to the
"How do you niean ? "
makers of the loud -speaker. Have you
"Any given loud -speaker works best any other points to criticize in the set? "
when the output impedance exactly suits it.
" Quite a number if you don't mind my
With the particular kind of cone that you doing so. When I looked inside just now I
are using I would suggest a transformer noticed' that you had made up your own
rather than a filter circuit. If you ask the resistance -capacity coupling units. Before
makers they will tell yon just what is the I deal with them I want to ask you what
(Continued from page 0005)

-

proper ratio to use. Do you know, compara- is the value of C8 in your diagram ?"
tively few people realize that to get the
" Point -nought -one.
I tried several
most out of any but a high -resistance loud- different values but found that that had the
most soothing effect upon screechiness."

ELECTRADIX
BUILD YOUR OWN CONE TYPE SPEAKER
The great success of the " VIOLINA " LOUD-

SPEAKER, fitted with its " Viola" Reproducer, led to a
demand for this super -efficient melody giver for home -

constructed cone and pleated diaphragm loud -speakers, for
which it is unrivalled, Many hundreds of users have built
speakers from parts supplied by us at about half the price
usually charged elsewhere, and free daily demonstrations
of these are given here practically all day. The famous
" VIOLA " Reproducer, 2,000 ohms, will give wonderfully
true and pure reproduction in any cone type speaker, and
you can make a three -guinea speaker from a set of parts
from us, ready to assemble, at a cost of only 25'- complete.
The famous " VIOLA" Unit is of the valanced armature,

push-pull type, giving a powerful drive from moderate.
signals of a perfect purity and mellowness of tone that is
unequalled. The power -driven system is scientifically
designed to utilise the maximum magneto motive force, and

the flux path is laminated efficiently to enable the true
handling of full output volume-the knob adjustment fitted
is vernier in its fineness of setting.
Apart from the charm of building your own speaker, you
will obtain a most melodious instrument at a very low cost,
which will give you the maximum of pleasure. Having
supplied Loud -speaker Units from pre-B.B.C. days and ever
since, we may claim to be the most reliable source forobtaining these parts.
When selecting a Loud -speaker for the New Year, buy a
" VIOLINA." The purest ever manufactured. It is a five guinea model which we are selling at 25
Come to our
showrooms and hear it, you will be under no obligation to buy.

ceived is considerable and over -loading

probably takes place there."
Some further difficulties and their solutions
will b2 dealt with next week.

L. AND P. VARIABLE RESISTOR:

A CORRECTION
our last issue the Test Report on the

I London and Provincial Variable Resistor

was illustrated with a photograph of the

"«-hat you have done actually is to cut
down the strength of the high notes, which

partly explains why reproduction is so Universal Bracket Company's Safety Switch,
chummy.
Using the right output trans- of which a report is given this week. The
former and making certain other alterations actual London and
Provincial Variable
which I think will be necessary you will Resistor is shown above.
We regret any
find that C8, if it cannot be eliminated inconvenience this error may
have caused.
altogether, can be reduced to a very small
value. It is not a bit of good, you know,
producing what is called mellowness of

The director of Greek Telegraphs, Tele-

tone by some people, simply by cutting phones and Posts has announced that all
out the very high pitches. But to go on. owners of radio receiving and broadcasting
It seems to me that the trouble is due very sets must apply within fifteen days to the,

largely to the thi-d valve. These high Ministry of Communications for the necesamplification valves can deal only with sary licence. Failure to comply will be

Since you have punishable with seizure of the apparatus,
of the imprisonment up to t*elve months, and
rectifier the grid -swing reaching the third a fine.

*a very small grid -swing.

a high -frequency stage in front

HOME CONSTRUCTOR'S KIT
Prices :
' Viola " Unit, fitted twin cord and bracket, 15/S.
Brown's " A " Reed, 2.000 ohms, 14'..
Skinderviken Reed, Unit, 2,000 ohms, 10/,

and Metal Centre, 2.6.
Pleated Paper, 2 -.
Wood Frames, 3 -.
Metal Frames, 5'6.
Have you one of our Catalogues? A Radio Encyclopaedia for 4d.
MORSE KEYS of every kind, from 2'6.
FAMOUS " DIXON " CONTROL OF FILAMENTS,
Cone

AND YOUR MONEY BACK
IF NOT SATISFIED!
THE CHEAPEST& BEST FORM

OF 111.T. SUPPLY. MADE

15'-.

REED UNITS, Brown's "A." for Cone Loud -speakers.

.

POSSIBLE BY INCREASED

Double-acting " Viola " Unite. 15 -.
HEADPHONES, L.R. 3 - per pair. H.R.. 5 11.

MANUFACTURING

" ELECTRADIX " EVER FAMOUS L.F. TRANS-

FORMERS, Melody 5 or Melody 3, 7,6. Navy type
Transformers, 5'6.
MAINS UNITS. D.C., with four taps, hornless, fitted.
filter,
D.C. De Lux: Model, fitted meter, 40,A.C. £4 10s. or complete kit with diagram, £3.
WAVEMETERS of all hinds, short, broadcast, and long,

FACILITIES.

from £1 15s. upwards.

RECEIVERS. Mark I1 B. 2 -valve, f2 10s., complete with
valves, loud -speaker H.T., and L.T., £4. Polar 4 -valve

£6 10s. Marconi -Magnavox. 3 -valve, £5 15s. Western
Electric 3 -valve, £6 10s., and dozens of other fast -class
makes.

Royalty paid.

AMPLIFIERS. One -valve Sterling, 21 6. Two -valve
T.B.,
Three -valve T.B., L.F. and Fig. 139L,
£2 10s. Seven -valve Receiver -Amplifier, Fig. 139RT,
£5 10s.

PORCELAIN BOBBINS, Fig. 6R, 1 stoe.
EARTH PLATES, Fig. EP.. with cable, 1'3.

CLIMAX COPPER EARTH TUBES, 2.9.
Price, 5',

Usual

WESTERN ELECTRIC BAKELITE CONDENSER

DIALS, List -, Sale 3d., new.
ELECTRIC BELL'S, Fig. Fl, 3
BUZZERS, 9d., 2'6, and 4'6.
MARK III CONTROLS, Fig. 29a. 4.'6.
HAND GENERATORS, to 1,000 volte, £4 10s.

REW-tOR USE:
RYCHAKED AT WORKS

INSTRI. M

Dix-Onem.r.ter," 55 -. Multipliers,
6.6 each. B52T Onemeter (7 ranges), 55a. 'M.C. Milli ammeters, from 12,'6, 5 milliamps to 500 milliamps.
M.C. Voltmeters and ammeters for switchhoards. A.G.
Hot Wire Milliammeters and Ammeters, 10 -.

Get our 4d. Catalogue. It saves you Pounds.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

218 tipper Thames Street, E.C.4
St. Paul's and Blackfriars Stations.

'Phone: City 0191

OBTAINABLE FROM
MANUFACTU

6OYoIts
2500 MILL/AM
NOW 9,-)

OTHER SIZES
0-120 VOLTS, PRO RATA

ACM B tWANFG.Ofi
NTS ROAD,
LON DON. E.6.
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PANEL PLATE TUNER

WIRELESS
MAGAZINE

appearance of a professional product.
In itself half a set, no ebonite panel is required. No coil,
to change. Can be fitted to any form of
Cabinet. Black and Gold or Silver finish.
with

2 or 3 valver.

diagrams

for building

/-

ILAVING1111

j 10

#11,41A1 h

BEST
N
"LAMP -L00."

S. A. LAMPLUGH LTD., King's Rd., Tyseley, Birmingham
Send for lists describing this unit and other high-class com-

ponents, including our famous S.L.T. and S.L.F. variable
condensers.

Norionok

4
44

44

4
44
44
44

-4

44

is well worth getting

4

since their introduction.

4

4
4

is the right choke for every
circuit, and is designed :to

4
-4
4

lengths. Can be mounted
horizontally or vertically.
-Copy of Faraday House Report with every Choke sold.
Neat and compact,. with
highly -plated parts. PRICE

In addition to dozens

of really helpful articles
about sets and components, it gives all
details of the greatly
improved 1927 Five,

now named the

1928

4 -pin valve
sockets. Ex-

treme delicacy

of tuning.
Unit consisting

of carrier and

two interchangeable
coils, 9i -

PRICES
Carrier and
2 Coils .. 9".
Coils, each 3,' -

Carriers, ea.3/.
Fall wavelength tables of all. British.. awl

over seventy foreign stations on, application.

Your dealer will show you these Components

Wingro

gers, Ltd

ARUNDEL CHAMBERS, 134,SSRAND, LONDON,

POLAR WORKS.
Manch

CaAMIAIP

Di...SIVAS' LIVERPOOL

rwcastIeronTyne

What
Sir John Reith Really Meant.
The " True -tone
Power
Amplifier.
Capt. Round
Talks on S hor t Waves.
Reyner's One -dial "Phcenix
Five." Microphone Politics
in the U.S. The "Simplicity
Four Receiver.

issue of the

WIRELESS MAGAZINE

And both have been thoroughly tested before and

THE H.F. CHOKE

give the utmost efficiency on

both high and low wave-

5;6 each.

Used

Straight Line
December 17.

4

4

in the
Three "

The Log Condenser

was tested by J. H. Reyner,

B.Sc., and the Faraday House

4

Testing Laboratories. Guar-

4

anteed efficiency.

Copies of

reports and curves by the
above authorities with every
Ball bearing
Condenser.
0005 mfd. PRICE 7, 9 earls

4

Eric J. Lever (Trix) Ltd.,

4

33 Clerkenwell Green, E.C.1

and

4

4
4
-4

,terkePorelt :Sol

C.D.M

-4

4
4
4
4
4
4

Branches.

Tcr,phonc

4

I

VISMIMMIIMEMP

C.D.M. COMPONENTS ARE NOT SWORN

AT BY THEIR USERS.

THEY ARE

SWORN BY AS BEING THE BEST
VALUE FOR MONEY COMPONENTS
OBTAINABLE.
WELL KNOWN SET MANUFACTURERS ARE
THESE COMPONENTS IN THEIR
PRODUCTS WITH COMPLETE SATISFACTIONUSING

YOU SHOULD ALSO INCORPORATE C.D.M.
FIXED CONDENSERS

FIXED CONDENSERS,

AND GRID LEAK COMBINED, ALSO C.D.M.
H.F. CHOKES IN ALL YOUR SETS.

BY TEST - THE BEST !

4
4
4

4

4

444

4

4

Patent No. 27580)

4
4

Fixed Condensers :000002055tto0.00062

4
4

H.F. Chokes, 4/6 and 5 '6. The 4,6 type is

4

There will be a great
demand for this

point of finish and all-round
efficiency these two models
leave nothing to be desired.

4

Marconi's Double Wavelength
4
Trick. All -from -the -Mains: 4

New A.C. System.

From the

TRIX. range,

4
4

-44

The smallest and most efficient coil unit on
the market. Twelve coils of uniform size
available. Wavelengths, 170 to 4,720 metres.
Fits standard

re two of the many components from the extensive

Now on sale 11 -

Some of the other
features include :

The "Polar" Coil Unit

AND CONDENSER

For January

FIVE

are guaranteed

H. F. CHOKE

4
4

This remarkable unit has achieved unprecedented popularity

amongst home constructors, enabling them to build a
receiver with the minimum of trouble and with the final

The

liTTIFYYTTVIITYVVIITTIFTYVVVYTVIrf

The

Supplied

mateur Wirdesj

1023

-4

4
4

4
4
4
4

Combined Eondenser and°Grid Leak 2 6

clip -in pattern.

Send for Catalogue of our guaranteed products.
Stockist in N. London:

F. WHITE, 63 Highbury Park. N.5.
If your dealer does not stock, write direct to the sol
manufacturer

C. D. MELHUISH
8 GT. SUTTON STREET, GOSWELL ROAD

so get yours early

E.C.1

4

'Phone : Clerkenwell 7494

AAAAIAAAAAILAAAA AkkAAA A.A A. A AA. is

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

USE RADIAX COILS AND CHOKES
for all Famous Sets

THREES Melody Maker. 7'6. (Monotone with base)
13;-. Master Three (with base) 13-.
FOURS Everyman Four, pair, 28,'-. All -wave Four
(pair and base), 35,'-. Formers only and base 11:2 H.F. Everyman (3 Coils), 36/9. 3 Bases, 3;9.

Raleigh P.M. deluxe Reim'ation Four. All -wave Robert Four etc., ILI:. Reinertz transformer and base, 131.
Radtax Choke IFO 4000 met -es, 5'9 (see "Wireless woe'
excellent test report>, 51e.

COIL LIST Stand,. CATALOGUE with lists of Parts for
several of abov.: famous circuits, 2d.

RADIAX LIMITED,

20, PALMER PLACE, HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON, N.7

WAIF/ AdIRFW/AWIllveillir

Prices o'

PERTIN AX

UNBREAKABLE

UNFADE ABLE

7 5 15
7 x 18

ours -natural brown, black
walnut and mahogany. Nat-

8 x 12

....

4 4 5/3
4/2

13/-

8 x 20 68 813
8 x 26 8'8 11'-

ural brown ,d. Per square
inch. Other surfaces ,d. per
square inch. Send rests!

8 x 30 JO 6 12 2
3 162 Thick.
x 12 3/2 41-

order to GEO. b. SCOTT &

CO.. LTD., 69 Fleet Street

l'' Thick.

London, E.C.4.

IIIIWAIIIIPMMYYJAIW74/SO/Mril
6 x 6, 1/-

7x 5,1/7X
8x

6, 1/3
6, 1/4

0 x 8, 2/1
0 x 9, 2/4

2 x 10, 3/4 x 12. 4/-

4x

2/7

7,

6x 8,

8 X 5, 1/2

9 x 6,

GREATER EFFICIENCY

II x 8.

with terminals and tags is 2/-.

1/7
2/3

CROXSONIA

12 x 9, 2/10
14 x 10. 3/5
16 x 9. 3/6

PANELS

Post Free

ins.thicic.

have a higher electrical resistance han
ebonite. Compare these prices! Why pay

Of interest to constructors are leaflets
received from Hobbies, Ltd., of Dereham,
Norfolk on the subject of fretwood, plywood, turnings, wireless cabinets, etc.

''ll is not affected by heat or damp. Its electrical properties
ir good. The surface leakage and thy insulation resistsnoi

sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will he paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-

ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or the Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 53-61 Fetter Lan?, London, E.C.4

of the MELODY MAKER.

Made with the maximum
capacity of 5, y, go, 3o
and 5o ohms. 5 ohms
suitable for all COSSOR

Post free to Trade.
CROXSONIA CO., le South St., Moorgate, E.C.?.
Agents -John Henry Smith, 539 Anlaby Rd., Huh.

I% CS

Mirror scale,
knife-edge Instrument for

MELODY

1/9 each
Postage 2d.
liamomteumismit. \
Heft's: substitutes
uOSSOR MELODY MAKER
coils wound to specification 7 6 each. Postage 4d.
POSITIVE GRIP TERMINALS
\

£10 worth of precision,

Multi -range

for

MAKER.

are the best Bargain ever offered to

Jewelled

Plugs and Sockets complete
Spade Ends ...
...
\Vander Plugs (as used in the Melody Maker) ...

NEW A.C. MODEL "Oncrnoters."

Obtainable of your dealer,

Ready Jan. 1st. Ask for A.C. Leaflet.
MELODY MAKER VIOLINA. A
Cabinet Loud Speaker listed at £5, and
worth it .. .. Sale Price 25 -

head

charged

arc

THREE SHILLINGS.
DEPOSIT SYSTEM

As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the
in

have

they

this publication,

introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.
Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will he acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The Deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit. a Fee of 6d. for sums of El
and under, and is. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
fees are charged.
The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot he
accepted , addressed to
" AMATEUR WIRELF_SS,"
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

53 or, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

WOOD HORNS FOR ALL SPEAKER BASIS AN L GRAMOPHONE UNITS. -See AmAl Cult WiRELE..:S, Den. 34th for illus
(ration of cheapest wood hem on the marlset. List. H. 51addison,
Ronald's Road, N.5. Manufacturer of the "Aliwoodorn.-

THE

Lt1SERIllik
.

DIX-ONEMETERS

this

" MUST 13E USED TO
BE APPRECIATED "

SpeCified by the designer

L. H. Helyar, 82 Chamberlin Rd., Norwich.
A. Stredwick & Co., The Market. Chatham.

under

THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimuin charge

LO R IOS TAT

sere both found to be infinite and the material, thereat),
ran to used without hesitation an insulating panel."
Panels cut to any size. Call, serif:, or
(.1 echos well 7553, for quot at ions. Sairsfit es an:1 yriees

Radio users.

Price

PRE-SET
RESISTOR
( REGISTERED DESIGN)

more for a less efficient article 1
"AMATEUR WIRELESS" says ;

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advertisements

bonafides of advertisers

12 x 8, 2/6

& GREATER ECONOMY.

312

reduced in price. No. 94o fitted with
soldering tags is now 1/9, while No. 9401

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All

Not. Col.

5'4 6/4
7 x 21 BM 116

Made m the following col-

microphonic valve holders have been.

Threepence. Published on Thursdays -and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to " Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."

E LS
Present

TRADE BREVITIES
WE arc informed that the l'ye auto-

" Amateur Wireless and Electrics."

RT I N AX

k.s..

DECEMBER 31, 1911

1024

(1 muttur Wu-eles1

If he cannot

4d.
2d.

- Says "AMATEUR WIRELESS"
1 -way
2 -way
3 -way
4 -way
5 -way
6 -way

...

...

2/3/9
5/6
7/3

C fits!

f,v00P-

9/... 10/9

6-15-30
ohms.

USED IN " HARTLEY D.X. 3 "
A multiple unit superseding the fixed Resistor. Can
Le used in any circuit to perfectly and independently

control any number of valves.

For downright
efficiency tee a LORIOSTAT in Your set.
-

A. W. STAPLETON
19a Lorrimore Buildings, Lorrimore Street,
'Phew

Rodney :1860. WALWORTH, S.E.17

supply give us his name, but refuse substitutes

THE

LISENIN

WIRELESS

CO.

THE LITTLE CELLS THAT SATISFY EL

1 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

Eton Primary H.T. Battery. PI Porous Pot Cells,
----v-

Electradix Radios, 218 Upper Thames St.. E.C.4

DEALERS! DON'T MISS THIS

SI and 82 Sac Cells.
1 -cell.

All complete for assembly.

E -cell.

12 -cell.

30 -cell.

N.

PI
61-cl.
... 3/3 ... 5/9 ... 14/.
N.
SI
6d.
... 3/. ... 5/3 . 12/ff
S2
1d. .. 2/6 . 3/10 ... 9/6
---.7 Seed 114. stamp for booklet giving full particulars to- -'-'
-.=-Z

Supertension
CONDENSERS

No mass production
methods arc employed
in the manufacture of
Camden Supertensiou
Fixed
Condensers.

Every Condenser

'delegrarnsKAMELECO

7elePhone Runcorn109
ad for Est and prices :o
Camden lectrical Co.,
StanleyChamter uncora

S.L.F. CONDENSER

0,,,.
III

Ik

With ebonite ends
and 4" 7'rolite Dial.
*(665 5,'9
TOO 5,6
Vernier

Dial 16
Post Free.

20 R40,0

.MACAIllAY Sr

OUSE

HuDDERSF

0

Tend lot Free
Guide Now.

Trade Enquiries
Solicited.

--=',.-_

THE ETON GLASS BATTERY Co. -1-7---46 ST. MARY'S ROAD - LEYTON - E.10 --E

THE ENTERTAINMENTS SUPPLY CO.
159, BISHOPSGATE, E.C.2

REPAIRS

-

THREE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
all (Air repairs. Any make

act:

of L.F. Transformer, Headphone, or Loud -speaker, Repaired
to maximum efficiency, 44- Post Free. Terms to Trade.

HIG H S, COLLIERS WOOD,
SERVICE 214
LONDON,
19. (New Address.)
ST.W.

D-XELLENT !

DU COILS
From 1/- D X COILS, LTD., London, E.8

----TAYLEX WET H.T. BATTERIES -

" MELODY MAKER " COILS.

extra.

J H TAYLOR & C9

CALL ONLY.

Few Prices Jars 1/3, Sacs 1/2, Zims 11d. sample doz.
(18 volts) complete with bands and electrolyte 4/3., post ad.
Sample unit 8d. 10 pose booklet free. Bargain list free.
AMI'LLFIER8. 1 VALVE 19!-. '2 VALVE 30/, '2 VALVE
ALL -STATION SET £4.
A. TAYLOR, 57 Studley Road, Stockwell. LONDON

RELIABILITY
No. 009 ,',:i

LOUD SPEAKERS, VALVES, BATTERIES,

is

stamped with a Serial
No. and accompanied
with a guarantee of 6
months' real Service.

Y

NUMEROUS CLEARANCE LINES.

7-f-_-

New Improved Model, complete with Stand and fixing
screws, guaranteed wound to Messrs. Cossor's specification,

Post 7;6 free.

London, E.C.2.

KNIGHT & Ca., 6 Chapel Street,
'Phone Clerienwell 4715.

EASY PAYMENTS
We supply for 10% down (balance in 10 monthly payment:O,

or,ritratus of the following bramds
BRANDES
McMICHAEL

LISSEN

AND NUMEROUS OTHER MAKES,

Send list of requirement, to -

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO:,
1 1, OAT LANE. LONDON. E.C.2

nutkur Wirelesi
ler

OLDHAM DUBILIER

EVERREADY BENJAMIN LOTUS
HART
S. G. BROWN FORMO
EUREKA
VALVE?
BELLING -LEE BURNDEPT SILVERTOWN ALL BRITISH

COUPON
Available until Saturday,

JAN. 7th, 1928

DECEMBER 31, 1927

CimateurA,Vtrelksj

What this

mark means
This LEW trade mark guarantees coloured connecting
wire to be the original GLAZITE.

When' you buy wire bearing this label you take no
Hundreds of thousands of constructors have
proved GLAZITE the way to quicker, simpler, more
efficient and cheaper wiring. Glazite is flameproof,
risks.

damp-proof and does not deteriorate in use.

Always be sure to see the LEW mark on the label.
From all radio dealers.

Obtainable in six
colours :
Red,

-

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. & SMITHS LTD.
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.r

Blue,Yellow,

Green, Black at .d

White. Pricend.

ZIT
E
GLI

per so ft. coil:

9d. per packet of
four 2 ft. lengths
(assorted cilturs)

l

L

BRITISH MADE REGD.

THE ORIGINAL COLOURED CONNECTING WIRE
01111011Maliall

hEr1S)IrOZNI7P
PRODUCT

42:!?:iliELY BRITWA

BATTERIES
ABOLISHED
By using the Simpler

Wireless Model

The FARADEX

RECTIFIER

as recommended in last week's issue
of. this paper to constructors of
" Simpler Wireless " circuits. 'Phis
model, as illustrated, has been

THE BURTON PANEL

specially designed for the purpose
and can be supplied complete with
PRICE 30/ full directions.
Packing and carriage, /6 extra.
Please mark your order " Simpler

RHEOSTAT

Wireless" Model.

OTHER MODELS
FOR BATTERY CHARGING

The F.G.1, for charging H.T.
Accumulators from alternating cur-

Panel Mountie'.;
Rheostat, 6, s 0,
15, 3o ohm,,

2/3
complete

C. F. & H. BURTON,

Progress Works,
BERNARD STREET,

Phone 560

WALSALL

rent mains. Charge rate, 5o to 200
PRICE 30/ milliamps.
Packing and carriage, 1/6 extra.

The F.G.2, Trickle Charger, for

L.T. Accumulators from A.C.
mains, suitable for a-, 4-, or 6 -volt
accumulators. Charge rate, 0.25
PRICE 45/ milliamps.
Packing and carriage, 1/6 extra.

Simple
Safe &

Silent

'Fhe F.G.3 Model is designed to
pass a greater charge than the Fb.a
Model, which is t ampere, and if

used for a few .hours once a week,
will not only keep the LT. accumulator up to concert pitch, but will
PRICE 50/ double its life.
Packing and carriage, 1;6 extra.
Full particulars on request.

Farade
RECTIFIERS

No Fumes
Sediment

or Heat

ROOKE BROS. LTD., 55, CARDINGTON ST., N.W.1.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

DECEMBER 31, 1927
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DLIBILIER
DICTA

Many years agd there dwxld cn

the outskirts of a far-Jff
an honest merchant. Daily
would he sit by the wayside

offering for sale unto those
entering the city small singing
birds.

" Take this bird,' hewculd
say. -treat it with kindness.

and it wilt make melody to
gladden your ci.y home '

."-AANNow it si happened th,t the

fame of this honest merchant
spread abroad throughout that
bind. for the exquisite melody
of h:s singing birds was it not
a joy unto all that heard? More-

over, as he charged a fair and
easonable price for his b:rds
N, \ axed 1-rosPerous

-1 -

nnnnrinnnnnniononninnnnnnnn n

Then there arose

(as there
usumly does in such cases) a

Soldererft Chorus

Cunning merchant whosename

was Haak. He made much,
study of the I °nest merchant's ways and, be ing

THE vast army of constructors, expert

envious

that tell to the lot
hone .t one.

of the city and did colour
them to resemble the
song birds. And he said that
the Alchemi-ts would give
much to discover the secret of
his dye. At d he did take up
hi, stand with 1 is.colcured
birds fartl-er down the highway, so those entering the

They are themselves painstaking and

lust V.

wherever wireless nets are constructed.

How el e to account for the fact that there are

more Dubilier Condensers sold than there are of
all other makes put together?

ci,y came to him first.

Dubilier Mica

C.ndens re.

van

the catalogue shown here.

In addition

-

Type's 610 and

6:0 (verticil

:

r.01"05 to
0.0009mfd..2/6
0.001 to 0.006
mfd., 3/-

0.007 to 0.00)

mfd., :/6

0.01 mfd., 4/-

All, Dubilier Roducts are fully described in

his

of the

And h2 c iught many sparrows

They know that no reduction of price has
bsen sought by the skimping of details.

eaest

into

own coffers the shekels

high class materials by craftsmen who
understand what they are about.

That is why Dublier Condensers are demanded

prosperity.

might divert

implicit confidence because made of very

j:a'ous over the sets they build and they
rightly expect that the manufacturer has
been so over the components he makes.

of his

he sought means whereby

and amateur alike, hail Dubilier as
" the perfect condenser."
They have done so for years past.
They know that Dubilier Condensers are
old and trusted friends worthy of their

0.015 mid.. 4/6

.

Who'll buy ?, Who'll lat,.?"

he piped from the waysieL,
Are not My birds cheaper
by far ?" And many bought
wh-7, being deceiveeby the
.outward appearance, and
attracted_ by the small cost,
believed they were receiving
true makers of. me.ody at

'-

knock down mires.

there is a lot of information which you may

find interesting. If your deals has run out
of copies we will forward you one free.

DUSIFER
Advt. re The Dubilier Condenser

Co.

(1925) Ltd.,

And, as they rassed on clown
the dusty road that led to the
city, a wry smile. played
about the lips of the cunning

merchant who was named
Haak.

Ducon Works, North Acton, London, W.3.
T.C.89
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